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Abstract

This thesis analyses different labour market aspects using microeconometric 

techniques, relating individual labour supply and mobility (jobs or occupation).

Chapter 2 provides empirical evidence, using US data, on testing the assumption 

that considers individuals freely decide the number of hours they work at a given wage. 

Change in hours equations are estimated for individuals that change job and for those 

that stay in the same one using a GMM estimator. By comparing the variance (after 

controlling by observable heterogeneity) of the change in hours for individuals that move 

from their Job and for those who stay in two consecutive periods, we can conclude that 

the dispersion in hours for those who move is significantly higher than for those who 

stay. The main conclusion is that some other factors besides personal characteristics and 

wages are behind movements between jobs and that traditional life-cycle labour supply 

models are misspecified.

Chapter 3 investigates the characteristics and economic factors that determine 

self-employment decisions in UK. A multiple state transition model with unobservable 

heterogeneity is estimated, describing transitions in and out o f three possible labour 

market states: self-employment, paid employment and unemployment. Results are 

consistent with the hypothesis of a deterioration of the labour market conditions 

generating an increase in the self-employment rates in adverse economic conditions. 

However, unemployment duration generates a loss on human capital that reduce the 

probabilities of switching to self-employment as well as to employment. It appears also 

that family background and education play an important role in determining the transition 

probabilities. Medium level educated individuals are the most likely to become self- 

employed.

Using the same of techniques. Chapter 4 analyses labour market transitions 

jointly for married couples. This chapter investigates the effect of husbands’ 

unemployment spells on wives’ participation decisions. The aim is to clarify whether an 

added worker effect can be found in the UK labour market, that is, whether wives’ 

labour force participation increases when their husbands become unemployed. A small 

but significant added worker effect is found for a subgroup of households. Women highly 

attached to the labour market (young, educated, participating before marriage and 

without children) married to men low or medium level educated are likely to enter the 

labour force when their husbands become unemployed. The data support the existence of 

complementarities between leisure of husband and wife.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to empirically analyse three different topics related to 

mobility. Chapter 2, specifically, deals with a microeconometric model of labour supply 

and hours constraints for the US, taking into account the differences between individuals 

who stay in the same job two consecutive periods and individuals who change job. A 

neoclasical framework is chosen to implement this analysis. Given participation on the 

labour market. Chapter 3 estimates a model coherent with search and on-the-job search 

to analyse self-employment decisions in the UK. Chapter 4 investigates the existence of 

an added worker effect for the British economy, based on Burdett and Mortensen (1978) 

extension of the search model. Chapter 5 presents the summary and main conclusions of 

the thesis.

Let us briefly summarise the contents of each chapter. Chapter 2 considers a 

model which reveals information about labour supply preferences from those individuals 

who move jobs. Those who do not move may be constrained on their hours of work 

choices. A labour mobility model with endogenous regimes is considered then.

Labour mobility is a pervasive feature of market economies. Different tools are at 

disposal o f the economist to analyse labour supply behaviour and mobility decisions. The 

most traditional is the theory of time allocation and it has become the principal



instrument to interpret labour force participation and labour supply. This theory assumes 

that individuals have perfect control about his/her labour market experience. It may be 

well suited to analyse the effects of wage rates, non-labour income or wealth and other 

demographic characteristics of the labour supply decisions. But precisely its emphasis on 

unilateral and fully informed choices makes it unable to explain important features o f the 

typical individual's experience in the labour market. Two important examples are the 

experience o f unemployment and job turnover.

The theory o f job search was developed as a complement to the neoclassical 

theoretical framework. Basic assumption here is that individuals face imperfect 

information about wage rates and job locations within an uncertain environment. The 

original model and its extensions can be used to derive implications for distribution of 

completed spells of search unemployment, completed job spells lengths and time path of 

earnings as M ortensen (1986) points out. However the possibility that the worker may 

lose his job or decide to leave the labour force is ignored.

The availability of panels on individual work histories requires a dynamic model 

allowing for uncertainty of duration of both employment and unemployment periods. 

Then, labour market histories are best described as realisations of a stochastic process 

due to uncertainties concerning the magnitude, timing and frequency of job offers and 

duration of jobs. Future participation emerges here as the realisation of this stochastic 

process partially controlled by the worker's strategy, optimally derived through the 

maximisation of his life time utility (as in Burdett and Mortensen (1978)).

In regard to Chapter 2, the traditional labour supply models assume that workers 

are always in their supply curves. Individuals can freely choose the amount of hours they 

want to work or alternatively they can change job at no cost into another one which 

offers their desiderd amount of working hours. In the presence of a reservation rule 

governing the acceptance of a job, as in the search models, this theory implies that the 

supply of working time depends solely on the highest wage available in the market and 

on workers' nonlabour income. This job  can be found at no cost.



Several models have been developed to incorporate constraints on working 

hours. Ham (1982), among the first generation of studies, allows for some censoring in 

worked hours due to hours constraints. More recently and in the same line, Stwart and 

Swaffield (1997) estimate a double censored model for the UK. More structural 

approaches are undertaken by Rosen (1976) or Biddle and Zarkin (1989) with models in 

which the employer offer is a package hours-wage. In these models, wages influence 

hours and hours influence wages.

However, only a few studies are concerned with the nature of the restrictions. 

Altonji and Paxson (1986) propose a simple test o f hours constraints within jobs. They 

also check for the existence of some mobility costs which prevent workers from 

changing jobs when they are off their labour supply curve. If individuals are always in 

their supply curves, the hours of work should not vary more across jobs than within jobs. 

In addition, the behaviour o f the individuals that were (exogenously) layoff from their 

jobs, should be similar to the behaviour o f individuals who stay in the same job two 

consecutive periods in the absence of mobility costs. They have found that hours vary 

significantly more between jobs that within jobs, whether the worker voluntary moves or 

is layoff. Their conclusion is that some workers face hours constraints and cannot change 

jobs at no cost.

Chapter 2 uses this approach to estimate a life-cycle labour supply model under 

uncertainty, with the important additional assumption of endogeneity of job changes. A 

subsample of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) is used on the analysis. 

That enable us to distinguish whether the degree of adjustment for individuals who stay 

in their job is different from the adjustment for individuals who change jobs. Results 

reveal that the neoclasical approach fails to explain movements between jobs and 

traditional wage elasticities may better be reflecting contracting arrangements between 

workers and firms.

Given the inability of the traditional theory to explain movements between jobs or 

unemployment spells, the remain of the thesis, also concerned with mobility, will use a



search approach. For the British economy, two important topics are tackled in Chapter 3 

and 4: self-employment and female participation on the labour market.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the empirical determination o f some of the 

characteristics and economic factors that drive self-employment decisions. Self- 

employment rates have experienced a sharp increase in almost all OECD countries in 

recent decades (15% of the workforce was self-employed in March 1989 in the UK). 

Many governments, including the British, undertake programs to promote 

entrepreneurship although there is not consistent empirical evidence about the reasons 

behind this rise in self-employment rates.

Self-employment is viewed in most of the literature as an alternative to paid 

employment (leaving aside liquidity constraints considerations). Therefore transitions to 

and from self-employment may be seen as a result of the process of on-the-job search. 

Search theory has focused its attention mainly on unemployment and the flow from 

unemployment into employment, although other important flows, as the ones from and to 

self-employment, can be analysed in this framework.

Two types of "jobs" are defined: self-employment and paid employment. Under 

this definition, job-to-job transitions are considered alongside with to and from 

unemployment transitions. Blundell et al. (1995) use this approach to model upward 

mobility and self-employment transitions. Mortensen (1986) presents a revision of the 

theoretical background for this type of literature and Devine and Kiefer (1991) 

extensively revise its empirical applications although there are not many to analyse job- 

to-job movements. The simplest on-the-job search theory supposes that when workers 

accept a job at a given wage they may continue the search. Implications are that workers 

in low wage jobs will have higher acceptance probabilities and face greater gains from 

search. Workers in high wage jobs may simply wait a longer period of time to get a 

better offer.

Deeply controversial but of special interest, is to determine the effect of business 

cycle and unemployment experience on self-employment decisions. Empirical literature 

does not reach an agreement in this respect. Some authors support the theory of an
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encouraging effect o f economic conditions. Good economic conditions would encourage 

individuals to start up a business because the expected returns from self-employment are 

higher and the probability of failure lower. Blanchflower and Oswald (1991) or Taylor 

(1996) have found that effect for the UK. Other authors argue that unemployment and 

adverse economic conditions reduce the opportunity cost of becoming self-employed. 

Individuals can see self-employment as a way of avoiding unemployment when the 

probability o f finding a paid job decreases. In this line Alba-Ramirez and Freeman 

(1994), Evans and Leighton (1989) or Acs et al. (1994), provide evidence for Spain, the 

US and a panel of OECD countries.

None of the previous studies discern clearly between the effect o f economic 

conditions and o f individual unemployment experience. The on-the-job search approach 

followed in this Chapter, allows us to disentangle these two effects in a natural way for 

the UK, using a subsample of the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS).

As mentioned above, the search theory does not account for the probability of 

withdrawal from the labour force. Chapter 4 focused precisely on the relationship 

between unemployment and participation decisions of males and females in the UK. A 

widespread deterioration on employment opportunities results in discouraged workers 

that drop out of the labour force. However, additional labour force participants 

(secondary workers, and in particular wives who would be otherwise out of the labour 

force) may appear in families whose employed members experience unemployment. This 

latter effect is known in the literature as the added worker effect. There is evidence with 

aggregate that the discouraged worker dominates the added worker effect but at an 

individual household level evidence is less clear cut.

In order to account for market imperfections responsible for discouragement, the 

search framework adopted in previous chapter has to be extended, as in Burdett and 

M ortensen (1978) mentioned above. They develop a household decision model of 

optimal behaviour under uncertainty, allowing for dependence of one person's strategy 

on the employment status of other household members. It is then the perfect instrument 

to analyse topics as the added worker effect.

11



A striking feature of the British labour market, also present in other OECD 

countries, is the low participation rates for wives of unemployed individuals. During 

1987-89, the participation rate for the wives of employed men amounted to 71% whilst 

only to 28% for those married to an unemployed man. A great deal of literature has been 

devoted to explain such a big difference. In general, studies at a household level fail to 

find any added worker effect. This fact, not important at an aggregate level, creates 

contradictions with the theory at a household level.

Different explanations have been given in order to reconcile theory and empirical 

findings. First o f all, the added worker effect is theoretically clear when assuming 

sustituibility between the leisure of the husband and the wife. Therefore, one of the 

reasons for which not any added worker effect was found could be the existence of 

strong complementarities in leisure. Pudney and Thomas (1992), among others, have 

found evidence to support this theory for the UK.

The disincentive effects of the benefit system have also been well studied. A 

social security system in which benefits are means-tested, as some of the British, would 

produce a disincentive for the wife of an unemployed man to participate in the labour 

force. Pudney and Thomas (1992), Garcia (1989,1991) or Dilnott and Kell (1989) 

provide evidence at this respect. However, their conclusion is that this effect explains 

only a small part of the differences in participation rates.

A social stigma attached to an unemployed man who is seen as supported by his 

wife's earnings could also originate low participation rates for unemployed husband's 

wives.

Chapter 4 concentrates on the effect o f common observable (age, education) and 

unobservable characteristics (as local labour market conditions in this study) for the 

couple that could explain the differences in participation mentioned above, using Burdett 

and Mortensen (1979) framework. Unobserved common factors affecting members of 

the household imply that the labour force states of husband and wife have to be modelled 

as the outcome of a joint process. Therefore husband's and wife's labour decisions are 

endogenous and influence one each other.

12



Davies et al. ( 1992) provide some evidence in this topic for UK considering the 

husband's job status exogenous. They suggest that the heterogeneous nature of the 

observed sample could produce a spurious state dependence relationship. In other words, 

it is probably the case that the wives of unemployed men that are out o f the labour force, 

would be out of the labour force simply due to their personal characteristics. Lundberg

(1985) also shows some evidence of assortative matting. A small but significant added 

worker effect is found after controlling by common observable characteristics.

Chapter 4 extends previous studies by allowing both endogeneity of the husband's 

job  status and a correction for unobservable characteristics that could affect household 

members. Data from the BHPS is used in the study.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we summarise the results and main conclusions derived from 

the research developed in the thesis.

13



Chapter 2

Testing labour supply and hours constraints

2.1. Introduction

A basic assumption of an important stream of labour supply literature is that each 

employer is indifferent to the number of hours his/her employees choose to work. A 

possible reinterpretation o f this assumption would be that workers face a wide range of 

job options, with each job  being paid the same wage rate but demanding different number 

of hours. Within this framework, labour supply is determined by a set of personal 

characteristics and wages. These are the only job specific characteristic that affect the 

number of hours an individual works. Therefore, under both interpretations, workers 

freely choose the amount of hours they want to work at a given wage and they should be 

in their labour supply curves at every point in time. Several authors have criticised this 

assumption for excluding hours constraints and simplifying dynam ics\

The aim of this chapter is to provide additional empirical evidence on whether 

this classical life-cycle labour supply theory can satisfactorily explain changes in working

‘ See Altonji and Paxson (1986, 1988, 1992), Biddle and Zarkin (1989), Ham (1982, 1986), Biddle (1988), 
Tummers and Woittiez (1991), Dickens and Lundberg (1993), Ball (1990), Kanh and Lang (1991) or Stewart and 
Swffield (1997) among others.
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hours between jobs, that is, to check whether or not individuals face hours constraints. If 

workers may freely vary the amount of hours supplied on a given job and labour supply 

largely depends on personal characteristics, we should not expect hours to vary more 

across jobs than within jobs. On the other hand, if labour supply depends on job-specific 

characteristics or the preferences of the employer on working hours play an important 

role, such differences in the variances of hours between jobs and within jobs will be 

present. Behavioural differences among those who change job voluntarily and those who 

are layoff^ are considered alongside with differences among workers that change job and 

workers that do not move.

The starting point is Altonji and Paxson (1986). Using data from the Panel Study 

of Income Dynamics (PSID) and the Quality of Employment Survey (QES) they find that 

the variance of changes in hours is between two and four times larger for those who have 

switched job than for those who are in the same job during two consecutive years. They 

also find that the data was inconsistent with a model in which hours in a given job are 

determined by the employer, but each worker can cheaply move to another job offering 

an amount of hours equal to the individual optimal level. Their conclusion is that two 

structural interpretations, or a mixture of both, can be held in view of the results: either 

individuals are constrained in hours that, as wages, are determined by the employer or, 

alternatively, many non wage labour supply determinants are job specific and vary greatly 

across jobs. In other words, characteristics of the job held have a large influence on the 

amount of hours that individuals work.

There are several shortcomings in their paper that motivate further research. 

First, Altonji and Paxson consider the decision of changing job as exogenous. This may 

generate biased parameter estimates and, therefore, biased estimates for the relevant 

variances of changes in hours^. Secondly, the PS ID presents serious difficulties to 

identify job changes and the variable "hours" is subjected to great measurement error.

 ̂Layoffs are considered to be exogenous events.
 ̂ They use weighted two-stage least squares to correct for heteroscedasticity associated with the fact that the 

variance of the error component depends on whether or not the job changes. However it does not correct for the 
possible inconsistency of the parameter estimates.
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Finally, more efficient estimates can be proposed using the longitudinal nature of the 

data.

In this chapter we try to overcome the problems referred above. Instead of using 

the PSID, we use the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSYTH) from 1985 to 

1991 for the US. This survey identifies without ambiguity movements between jobs and 

hours of work. Consistent and more efficient estimates under the presence of individual 

heterogeneity are computed, using the Generalised M ethod of Moments (GMM) as 

estimation method. Endogeneity of movements may bias estimates if not properly 

controlled. This method allow us to estimate and test a model with switching regimes 

that accounts for endogenity of the decision to change job.

In previous empirical work Abowd and Card (1989) study the covariance 

structure of earnings and hours changes. They also question the life-cycle model 

interpretation of labour supply which imphes that changes in productivity influence 

earnings more than hours. Their result suggests that most changes in earnings and hours 

occur at fixed hourly wage rates, with earnings and hours covarying proportionally.

Biddle (1988) and Ball (1990) find evidence of misspecification in life-cycle 

labour supply models. Intertemporal elasticities computed using constrained individuals 

may reflec contracting arrangements between workers and firms that move workers off 

their labour supply curves. Intertemporal elasticities computed using only unconstrained 

workers are more likely to represent workers' labour supply preferences.

Several authors have tried to incorporate hours constraints explicitly in 

estimation. Ham (1982) extended the traditional tobit type model for working hours by 

introducing censoring due to under or overemployment. Stewart and Swaffield (1997) 

also estimate a double censored model for the UK. An alternative "structural" model is 

the hours-wage offer models where wages influence hours and hours, simultaneously, 

influence wages (e.g., Rosen, 1976, or Biddle and Zarkin, 1989).

In other direction, we can see on the job search models with hours constraints 

(see Kiefer, 1987). These models require information on movements between jobs but 

are otherwise static; i.e., they do not consider learning about unobservable characteristics

16



by either the employer or the employee. Information on duration, hours-wage evolution 

and layoffs and quits for each job, opens up the possibility o f allowing identification of 

matching processes. However, matching models have typically had nothing to say about 

hours determination.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 contains a description of 

the empirical model and the estimation method. Section 2.3 presents data and sample 

design. Finally, Section 2.4 outlines the estimation results and Section 2.5 states the 

conclusions.

2.2. Empirical Model

This section introduces an empirically tractable model of labour supply 

compatible with the life-cycle theory and allowing for the presence of individual fixed 

effects. We also present the implications of hours constraints derived from the model and 

the basic specification to be estimated.

2.2.1. Labour supply and fixed effects

Let us consider an individual with a life time horizon T, who has a utility function 

in period t depending on consumption, C , hours of work, ht, and conditional on a set of 

demographic characteristics, Z,. At period t the individual maximises his lifetime utility, 

that is, the discounted sum of his by period instantaneous utilities.

m a x  A JZ J  = [ /,( .)

(2 . 1)

17



subject to the asset accumulation constraint

= (1 + r, - C ,  (2.2)

where w, and are real wages and interest rate, respectively; are the assets at the 

end of period t and p, denotes the rate of time preference. The expectations operator E, 

is taken over future uncertain wages and interest rates. The time dependence of the 

utility reflects the influence of predetermined shifter variables on life-cycle preferences'^. 

Using Bellman's principle, we can define

V ,ti(A ,) =  m a x g ,-n {  X  n  + r> (2 3 )

Then at period t the individual maximisation problem can be written as follows:

V, = m a x  U t + - ^ — (2. 4)

under restriction (2 .2 ).

For every period, first order conditions for an interior solution are:

= (2 .6)
3h,

All variables are individually indexed. For simplicity of the exposition the individual subscript is dropped.

18



( 2 .7 )
l + p>tl

Equation (2.7) implies that the individual chooses savings in such a way that his 

discounted expected marginal utility of wealth remains constant over time. Assuming no 

uncertainty about interest rate and discount factor, expression (2.7) can be written as

(2 .8)

where (g^+, ) = 0

et+j reflects all unanticipated news gathered in period t+1. Expression (2.8) ensures X 

being positive for all t and leads to the approximation

lnA . ^ + 1  = InA., + p,+i -  r,^i + t, t (2.9)

Therefore the means of all future values of X are revised to account for all 

forecasting errors at the time they are realised. So, at the start of the life-cycle the 

consumer sets Xq which takes into account all the information on future values of the 

variables available at that time. According to equation (2.7)X,, is revised over time as 

new information is acquired.

Solving equations (2.5) to (2.7) for consumption and hours of work, conditional 

on X for each period, the solutions are the so called Frisch or X-constant demand 

functions:

q  = C (X ,,w ,;Z J  (2.10)

/z, = /i(X ,,w ,;Z ,) (2 . 1 1 )
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where X acts as a summary of between period allocations and is individual specific. It is 

therefore an appropriate conditioning variable although not observable in equations 

(2.10) and (2.11). However, assuming some restrictions about the form o f within period 

preferences, X can be treated as an unobservable individual fixed effect suitable o f being 

differenced out in the supply and demand equations, provided that these are linear in the 

logarithm o f À/. From this ^-constant demands we can compute ^-constant elasticities. 

They reflect fully anticipated movements along the wage profile^.

We assume the familiar log-linear specification for the previous labour supply 

equation^. Recovering individual subscripts and conditining on wages, personal 

characteristics and the marginal utility of wealth, an expression for equation (2 . 1 1 ) is:

E (hÿf \ X j ,  Xj j ,  W ÿ ,  ,  )  =  CX 0  + ot j Xj -H (X  2  +CX + In A.,Y (2.12)

or

h ĵt —  C X o + C X j  Xj-\-QL2 Xjf +(X2'^iji  +  lnA,,Y (2-13)

where hjji is the log of worked hours; Wy, is the log of real wage rate; x- is a set of 

labour supply determinants fixed over time (race, sex, education and the like); is a set 

of time variant characteristics (marital status, number of children, non labour income); 

is the individual specific marginal utility of wealth and Ejj, is a white noise error term.

Taking first differences in (2.13) all the characteristics fixed over time cancel out 

and we get an empirically tractable equation,

Ahjji = 0 C2  . + (X 2  A In w  ̂ + As . + v  -. (2.14)

 ̂ Heckman and MaCurdy (1980) assumed additive separability of leisure and consumption in the direct utility 
function while Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985) relaxed this assumption.
 ̂See Blundell and Walker (1986) for a detailed discussion of this type of demand functions.

’ See Ham (1986) for similar a specification.
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Vjjj is an error component that includes from equation (2 .8 ), that is, all unanticipated 

components of wage and demographic variables.

2.2.2. Movements between jobs and hours constraints

The model presented above, in the same way that most of the conventional labour 

supply models, assumes that workers can freely choose the number of hours they want to 

work. Alternatively, hours are determined by employer preferences but workers can 

move at zero cost towards firms offering the amount of hours they desire to work. There 

is a continues of firms offering the whole range of possible hours of work. Both 

interpretations are coherent with traditional labour supply models. Hours' choices are 

primarily influenced by wage rates and personal preferences but not by other job specific 

characteristics. Moreover, each individual would be in his/her labour supply curve at 

every point in time. However, implications for mobility from both interpretations are very 

different.

Focusing on the first interpretation, we should not expect hours to vary more 

across jobs than within jobs*. Finding a higher variance of the change in hours for people 

who move from one job to another (movers) would suggest that individuals staying in 

the same job (stayers) are constrained in the number of hours they can choose to work 

and that they are off their supply curves. It could be the case that personal characteristics 

or wages vary more among movers than among stayers. In this situation the variances of 

the change in hours would differ, but this difference should vanish once we correct hours 

for those more variable characteristics.

If the second interpretation is the correct one and changing jobs has no cost, the 

variance of the change in hours would be bigger for movers than for stayers, just because 

every individual has to move to change hours. To test whether this interpretation is 

coherent with the data, as Altonji and Paxson (1986) suggest, we can distinguish

 ̂Altonji and Paxson (1986) follow this approach.
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between job changes resulting from layoffs and other type of job changes. If layoffs (e.g., 

plant closings) are exogenous events to the individual decision process and preferences, 

then workers that experience a layoff will pick new jobs offering an hours level similar to 

their previous job. Therefore, the variance in the change in hours, once corrected by 

wages and personal characteristics, should be similar for stayers and for this subset of 

movers.

Analytically, consider the model presented in previous section, in particular 

equation (2.14). We can distiguish two subgroups o f people: the ones that change job 

between t and t-1 and the ones that stay at the same job.

Lets assume, as starting point, that movements are exogenous and that the 

variance for both subgroups is the same, that is,

) — 0

(2.15)
£(« ..,15., = 1 ) = E{u.j,\S., = 0 ) = £(m..,)

where Mÿ,=Aeÿf+v,yf, from equation (2.14), and Su is a dummy variable that equals one if 

the individual stayed in the same job between t and t-1. Equation (2.14) will hold for 

each subgroup of individuals, movers and stayers:

Ahjjt — oc 2  Ax If + a  3  (Wjjf ) + Ujji (2 . 1 6)

AA; = p /A % ; + P 3 (w,, -  ( z i ? )

where = Ae-ĵ  + and = Ae"] + vj) ; i denotes individual, j  job and t time, m  refers

to movers and s to stayers. For movers, wage in period t correponds to job j  and wage in 

period t-1 to job / ,  being y different from j'.
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We should expect that movers and stayers behave in the same way, so the 

parameters of interest must be equal for both subgroups ( a 2  = P 2  and a 3  = P 3 ). In 

addition, if the m's are distributed with constant variance for all individuals, movers or 

stayers, var(AA^^ ) may be different from var(A/z^ ) ,  when personal characteristics or

wages are more variable for one subgroup than for the other, but the variance o f the 

adjusted change in hours should be the same. That is:

var(AA’ - a ^ ’A x’, - a , Aw,,, ) -  var(AA" -  P , ’ A x"  -  P 3 (W|j, -  )) = 0

(2.18)

or, more compactly,

var(w|, ) -  var(wj; ) = 0 (2.19)

Assuming homoscedasticity on the u's distribution means that movers and stayers 

have the same preferences for hours; movers do not have more variable preferences for 

hours. If our model is well specified, that is, if we have included all variables that may 

differ between movers and stayers, constant variance on u's would imply constant 

variance on both its components, £ and v. This assumption is quite strong. Abowd and 

Card (1985) found some evidence against it. Even though, the point is whether all 

differences in the variance can be explained by differences in tastes. Alton)i and Paxson

(1986) found that this is not the case. We try to minimise the impact of heterogeneity by 

the selection of the sample as stated in Section 2.4, although consistent estimates under 

heteroscedasticity are obtained^.

 ̂ Here, again, the distinction between layoff movers and quitters may help: workers that experiment an exogenous 
layoff should have the same preferences than stayers. Therefore if differences are found also between these two 
groups they can not be just attributable to heterogeneity
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A different behaviour for stayers than for movers would be inconsistent with 

conventional life-cycle labour supply theory. Therefore estimation of equations (2.18) 

and (2.19) cast some interest by itself and is the first step on our analysis.

Estimation of both equations separately would give consistent parameter 

estimates under the null hypothesis of exogeneity of the movements. However, if the 

decision of changing job is correlated with some unobservable characteristic affecting 

preferences, stayers may show higher preference for stability. If so, estimates may be 

biased. Therefore possible endogeneity of movements has to be tested.

Nevertheless, whether Su is endogenous or exogenous, estimation of

)  — ^ i ^ i t  ■*" (1 ^it ) ^ i j t  ’ ^it ’ ^ ij t  ’ ^ it  )  ( 2 .20)

would give us consistent estimates of the parameters of interest. If endogenous. Su 

should be instrumented in estimation. Replacing expressions (2.16) and (2.17) in (2.20), 

the final equation to estimate is:

^ ^ i j t  =  P  0 +  0 “  P  0 + P  2 ^  it +  (ot 2 “  P  2 ) ‘̂ /f ^ i t  +

C2.21)

+ P 3 AWjjt +  ( a  3 -  p 3 )5,-, + Mjjt

In the easiest case, if there are no differences in the parameters for stayers and for 

movers, the coefficients on Sj, and cross-products will cancel out. Under this hypothesis, 

to estimate only one equation with all movers and stayers will be sufficient to recover 

consistency whereas this is a strong restriction to impose on the data. If coefficients are 

different for both subgroups of individuals, equation (2 .2 1 ) has to be estimated and 

requires Su to be appropriately instrumented.

Identical coefficients for both groups and endogeneity of the movements are two 

interesting hypotheses to test. Equation (2.21), without imposing any restriction on the 

coefficients, is estimated alongside with equations (2.16) and (2.17) separately and
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results are compared. The estimation method and the implementation of different tests 

for the model specification are presented in Section 2.3 below.

2.3. Estimation Method

This section introduces the estimation method used, the Generalised M ethod of 

Moments (GMM), and compare it with Two Stage Least Squares (2SLS). W e also 

present tests to check for the specification of the model.

2.3.1 The GMM estimator

Given equations (2.16), (2.17) and (2.20) and a panel of individual observations, 

we can pool all individuals and periods and consider the sample a cross-section, if 

parameters remained constant during the whole observation period. This increases the 

sample size and it gives us consistent estimates under the maintained assumptions.

From previous section, the error term My, has two components: Vy,, that included 

all unanticipated components of the explanatory variables for which there were some 

uncertainty in period f; and A8 y,, reflecting a pure exogenous shock received by the 

individual at moment t. Consequently, some correlation may be present between the 

explanatory variables dated on t for which there were some uncertainty in t-1 and the 

first component of the error term. Variables susceptible of such correlation are wages 

and other income ( E(w^^v^^ ) #  0 and £(otinCÿ,Vÿ, ) 9 =̂ 0). Moreover, if some of these

variables are generated endogenously in the model (as it certainly happens with wages) 

they may also be correlated with the contemporaneous exogenous shock 

7 :̂0 ). We have to find instruments highly correlated with the explanatory

variables but uncorrelated with the error term. In doing so, the longitudinal nature of the 

data is useful. The same endogenous variables lagged two or more periods are valid 

instruments. Arellano-Bond type instruments, exploiting all possible past information, are
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used in the estimation. A description of the type of instrument used is presented in 

Appendix B.

The Generalised Method of Moments (GMM) gives consistent estimates of the 

parameters of interest and more efficient than the simple IV estimator. In this particular 

case, the IV would be equivalent to Two Stage Least Squares estimator (2SLS).

Lets consider a general equation to be estimated,

y. = x 'û  + u. i = (2 .2 2 )

alongside with a set of instruments, Zi, correlated with the explanatory variables but 

uncorrelated with the error term ( E(ZjUj) = 0 ). z, is a vector of r  instruments, where the 

number of instruments in greater than the number of parameters to estimate, k.

Using an i.i.d. sample of N individuals, an estimate of the parameters is c, the 

solution to

(c) = 1 /  A ?I,Ï, z, ( y , - x ] c )  = l /  N Z ( y - X c )  (2,23)

As the number of instruments is greater than the number of parameters to 

estimate, there is no unique solution for (2.23). Therefore, an estimator of i3, should 

minimise:

bj^{c)' = { y - X c Y Z A j ^ Z ' { y - X c ) ~ ^  (2.24)
N
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where A;v is a matrix of weights and Z  = , is the matrix of instruments. If

A n —
Z'Z
N

- 1

, the argument that minimise (2.24) is the familiar 2SLS estimator that

would consistently estimate û

^  = [ (X 2 )(Z 'Z )- '(Z 'X )]- '(X 2 )(Z 'Z )-‘( Z 'n (2.25)

A heteroscedasticity consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance is:

W
N

= N(X7.(z'zy' z 'x y '  xz(z'z)—1

(2.26)
f  1 \

—  (Z 'Z ) -^ Z 'Z (X Z (Z 'Z ) - 'Z 'X ) - ‘
\N  J

However, under the null hypothesis of heteroscedastic errors, 2SLS is not optimum 

among the GMM class, given the set of instruments Z. Therefore, when £ ( m, Iz-) = a ,  .

A n is optimally chosen as A n = ( X / , where u- are the residuals from a

consistent first stage estimation as in (2.25)*°. That would give us the more efficient 

estimate among the GMM class for which E (z ,m, ) = 0 ' *,

GMM =[(%  2 ) ( I  «?Z, Z,0'‘ (Z 'X )]-‘ (X  Z ) ( I  w , ( Z ' F ) (2.27)

Estimates presented in the Section 2.5 correspond to the type of robust 

estimators defined by (2.27). Standard errors are computed using (2.26).

10 See Arellano and Bond (1991).
" There can be other set of instruments more efficient. That is why (2.27) is efficient only conditional on the set of 
instruments used.
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2.3.2. Testing model specification

Endogeneity of the explanatory variables in equations (2.16), (2.17) and (2.20) 

does not have to be assumed. Along with endogeneity of movements in equation (2.20) it 

may be tested. This section introduces tw o types of specification tests: firstly an 

endogeneity test is derived and secondly, a test for the adequacy of the instruments is 

presented.

Lets start with the endogeneity test. Two estimators, both consistent under some 

null hypothesis, should yield similar sets of estimates of the parameters of interest. 

Consider again the general equation (2.22). Let Zy and Z2  be two sets of instruments, 

where Z2={ Zy, Z*}, that is, Z2  contains the same instruments than Zy plus an extra set of 

instruments, Z* that may be correlated with the error term.

With Zy we can construct a GMM estimator as in (2.27) and will get a consistent 

estimate, ,, of the true parameter vector û \. The use of Z2  may yield more efficient 

estimates only if it is uncorrelated with the error term. Applying the GMM method, with 

Z2 , we obtain an estimate, 1 ) 2  » of the parameter vector 1 2̂ . The relevant test can be 

written as:

Ho: Z* is exogenous with respect to the error term.

Hj: Z* is not exogenous with respect to the error term.

Under the null hypothesis, Û2 =i)i. The test can be written more specifically using 

the estimates of these parameters as.
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and a Wald test for the difference of both estimates can be implemented, using the 

covariance matrix for the vector (iS 2  i )•

When both estimators are consistent but only one is efficient under the null 

hypothesis, that test reduces to the Hausman test^^, where the covariance matrix is 

var(i) 2 , '^ i)  = var(i) 2 ) + v a r(i) j) .  However, in the present case, é 2 need not to be 

efficient under the null, therefore this simplification can not be used. Mroz (1987)^^ 

provides an estimator for the covariance matrix that does not rely on either the normality 

or homoscedasticity of the disturbances and it takes into account the correlation between 

the two sets of instruments. Therefore, the final test we will use has the following form:

W = - û , ) '( v a r ( * 2  - û , ) ) - ' ( * 2  - * i )  ^XÎ (2.28)

where k is the number of parameters of interest and therefore the number of restrictions 

we are imposing. The actual form for the covariance matrix appears in Appendix B. W is 

used to test endogeneity of movements as well as endogeneity of wages and other 

income.

Once endogeneity is tested, the adequacy of the instruments used can also be 

tested. Fort doing so a Sargan test is implemented. W hen the number of instmments, r, is 

greater than the number of parameters to estimate, k, the constraints implied by the 

econometric specification can be tested. Estimation of 1)  in (2.22) equals zero k linear 

combinations of the r ortogonality conditions defined by (2.23) over the sample. 

Therefore, there must be r-k linear combinations that are approximately equal to zero but 

are not zero. The following test can be derived from previous observation,

Nsm = (z'(y- mnif^,ûfz,z;y'(Y-xhz— (2.29)

Hausman (1978).
He follows White (1982) and MaCurdy and Mroz (1984).
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A small value for this test indicates that the instruments used are accepted, in the 

sense that the restrictions they impose are close to zero.

A variation of this test can be used to test additional instruments. Consider two 

sets of instruments, Zy, that contains rj instruments, and Z2 , that contains 2̂ . Z would be 

the union of both sets and will have r=ry+r 2  instruments. Using Zy an estimate iSj of û  is 

obtained, using Z2  an estimate û  2  and using Z an estimate é  . If the restrictions implied

by the use of Zy have been accepted via their corresponding Sargan test, N S ^ ié ^ ) , or 

they are considered valid a priori, a statistic, SD T  (incremental Sargan test), can be 

constructed to test the additional restrictions implied by the use of Z2 :

STD = N S ( é ) - N S , ( é , )  — ^

2.4. Data

Distinguish between movers and stayers requires detailed information on job 

changes as well as on personal characteristics and wages during a reasonably long 

period. This is the kind of information that the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 

(NLSY) collects. This is a longitudinal survey conducted by the US Bureau of the 

Census and NORC-University over a population of 12,686 young men and women who 

where among 14 and 22 years old in 1979 when it started. At the beginning, military 

youth and civilian Hispanics, black and economically disadvantaged white youth were 

oversampled, but since 1985 the military oversample disappeared and 1643 individuals of 

the oversampled civilian population were dropped out in 1991. The last available wave is 

from 1991.

Using the NLSY had some advantages over the use of the PSID. The last one 

presents serious difficulties to identify Job changes: it generally provides no employer 

codes that uniquely identify jobs. Researchers must rely on reported tenure to infer job
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changes. Measurement error in tenure responses can lead to incorrect in f e r e n c e s I n  

addition, the variable hours refer to the full calendar before the interview. Then if a job 

change occurs in this period, hours can refer to a mixture of hours worked on two 

sequential jobs. To avoid this problem, Altonji and Paxson, try to construct a variable 

that measures unambiguously either within jobs or between job hours' changes using the 

hours changes over a three year gap.

Alternatively, in the NLSY all variables refer to employer code. It provides 

information for, at most, five jobs by individual and year: starting and finishing dates of 

contract, hours worked, hourly rate of pay, tenure and so. That allows us to construct a 

complete work history for each individual and job changes can then be identified. Hours 

can in this case be measured without ambiguity.

An additional advantage of the NLSY is that it collects information for a 

particular cohort of the population, those who were bom  between 1957 and 1965, which 

are more likely to have the same preferences (discount rates, for example), reducing 

possible heterogeneity. To concentrate on prime age males, highly attached to the labour 

market, allow us to disregard participation decisions.

Information for the current or most recent job  is more detailed than for other jobs 

(e.g., hours per year worked), therefore all variables will refer to this job. Then, for 

example, the variable hours91 is the number of hours worked in the current or most 

recent job during 1991. A stayer is a worker who has not changed his current or most 

important job between two consecutive years. M overs can be either layoffs or can 

change job for any other reason.

The period chosen for the analysis is seven years, short enough to assume 

stability on the parameters of interest and long enough to be able to reach some 

conclusions. We select a subsample of males continuously interviewed between 1985 and 

1991. The subsample contains individuals that reported positive hours of work and 

wages for every year and that gave valid answers for the rest of variables included in the 

analysis. In principle, as we want to test hours restrictions, workers holding more than

See Brown and Light (1992) for detailed discussion.
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one job in any year would also be dropped. Self-employed individuals are neither used in 

the estimation. That leave us with a sample of 974 individuals per year. Although we 

have seven years of data, due to the nature of instruments we are forced to use, only five 

years, from 1987 to 1991, are finally included in e s tim a tio n ^ D a ta  for 1985 and 1986 

will be used to instrument endogenous variables.

A total of 4870 individual observations constitute the final sample. O f those, 

approximately 78% are stayers (3806), 17.5% mover not layoffs (851) and 4.4% movers 

that experience a layoff (213). It is interesting to point out that 35.5% of the sample did 

not change job during the whole period 1985-1991, and an extra 25% did it only once. 

This may indicate either that everyone is in his labour supply curve or that moving jobs 

has some costs.

Along with hourly wage rates, other variables included in the analysis are those 

which can influence hours of work and change over time. Following the traditional 

labour supply theory such variables should relate personal characteristics rather than job 

characteristics. Therefore changes on health status, number of children, marital status 

and other income are selected. Appendix A provides a detailed explanation of the 

construction and definition of the relevant variables, and their mean and standard 

deviation for the selected sample are shown in Table 2.A .I.

Although the survey collects alternative measures for hours (hours per day, per 

week and per year), we choose hours per year because it is the more flexible. An 

individual may be constrained in the number o f hours he works per day but in 

compensation he can have days or weeks off.

Figure 2.1 shows deary  that dispersion of the change in hours among stayers is far below 

dispersion of movers. This graph represents the distribution of the change in yearly 

worked hours over the sample. It distinguishes among the three types of workers

See Section 2.3.1.
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we are studying, namely stayers, movers that were layoff and movers that were not 

layoff. Actually, 48% of stayers did not change hours at all while only 12.7% of movers 

did not (13.75% if they quit the job and 8.45% if they were layoff).

From this figure, dispersion for layoff movers is higher than for stayers. Although 

this finding supports the idea of job changes having some cost, some caution should be 

taken given that no correction has been made for wages or personal characteristics. 

Figure 2.2 presents the corresponding distribution of the changes in the hourly rate of 

pay over the sample. Wages are also more variable among movers (of both types) than 

among stayers. Therefore correcting for factors such as wages is necessary before 

reaching any conclusion.

2.5. Empirical results

Estimates for the change in hours equations for movers and stayers separately are 

presented in Table 2.1 (equations (2.16) and (2.17)). For movers, different equations are 

also estimate for movers that experience a layoff and for movers not layoff, in spite of 

the reduced sample size for the first subset. Explanatory variables for the change in hours 

are: two dummies accounting for change in health status (uphlth and dwhlth), change in 

marital status, change in the number of children, change in other income and change in 

hourly rate of pay.

Due to the error structure in (2.16) and (2.17) valid instruments for wages are 

dated two periods before current period. That is why the data on 1986 and 1985 cannot 

be used as additional observations in estimation. Some broad occupational dummies are 

also included as instruments (professional and non manual workers, as defined in 

Appendix A). Occupation is a variable highly correlated with wages but it is also likely to 

be endogenous. Then lagged values of these dummies are used for estimation purposes. 

Arellano and Bond type instruments are used, exploiting all possible instruments for
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every year'^. The change in wages for 1991 is instrumented with the hourly rate of pay 

(in levels) for 1989, 1988, 1987, 1986, 1985; change for 1990 is instrumented with 1988, 

1987, 1986, 1985’s hourly rate of pay, and so on.

Other income is considered exogenous in this specification. As it can be seen in 

the bottom Une o f Table 2.1, for any of the four subgroups, the null hypothesis of 

exogeneity is rejected, using a test as defined by (2.28). However, lagged values of 

other income are also included as additional instruments, jointly with the current change 

in the variable. Applying the incremental Sargan test, we do not reject the validity of this 

additional set in any of the cases and some precision is gained in the estimates.

Most of the variables in Table 2.1 are unsurprisingly no significant. In general, 

children and marital status are never very significant for men. About the variable other 

income, it is necessary to remember that the oldest individual in the sample is 34 years 

old. Changes in health status are marginally significant for some of the groups. If there is 

some improvement in health, individuals tend to work more than in the previous year, 

especially if they are stayers or movers who were layoff.

Regarding the wage coefficient, lets first concentrate on the subsamples of 

movers. As it should be expected, a positive coefficient for wages is o b ta in e d T h e  

higher the wage o f this year is with respect to the previous, the more hours the individual 

works this year with respect to the previous. However the coefficient is very imprecise, 

especially when we split the sample of movers in the two subgroups. For stayers also a 

positive wage elasticity is implied. As we will see from estimation of equation (2.20), 

equality of coefficients for movers and stayers would be rejected.

First column of Table 2.3 shows that the variance of the change in hours is 

greater for movers (both layoff and not layoff) than for stayers. In that column, variances 

are not corrected by the possible variation of other variables, such as wages. Estimation 

of equations (2.16) and (2.17) enables us to adjust the change in hours for the change in

See Appendix 2.B for detailed description of the instruments.
The wage coefficient in this model represents in this context the intertemporal labour supply elasticity, that is, 

the elasticity with respect to the current wage holding constant wages in other periods.
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observable factors. Column two o f the same table shows that even adjusting by all the 

factors that can be more variable for movers than for stayers (Table 2.2), the differences 

in the variance of the change in hours between movers and stayers are high and 

significant. Our estimates are a little bit higher than those found by Altonji and Paxson 

(1986), but also the sample we select is slightly different: we concentrate only on prime 

age males. The variance in hours is 5.5 times bigger for all movers than for stayers (4.8 

times if they where not layoff and 6.4 times if they experience a layoff). This suggests 

that some constraint in the hours an individual can work must exist or that the hours of 

work are influenced by other factors appart from personal characteristics.

Table 2.1: Change in hours equation by individual type

Stayers Movers M.not layoff M.layoff
Intercept 0.017 -0.066 -0.023 -0.135

(0.006) (0.024) (0.026) (0.054)
Awage 0.229 0.386 0.242 0.468

(0.106) (0.169) (0.172) (0.326)
Uphlth 0.088 0.387 0.166 1.430

(0.063) (0.171) (0.148) (0.969)
Dwhlth -0.053 0.034 0.104 -0.915

(0.045) (0.319) (0.277) (0.727)
Achildren 0.011 -0.008 -0.033 0.018

(0.013) (0.061) (0.062) (0.155)
Amarital status 0.012 0.033 0.031 0.102

(0.020) (0.058) (0.061) (0.177)
Aotinc 0.0002 -0.008 -0.010 0.008

(0.001) (0.009) (0.010) (0.019)

Observations 3806 1064 851 213

R 0.077 0.078 0.039 0.104
Sargan test 55.64 38.94 39.23 39.03
(p-value) (0.041) (0.473) (0.459) (0.152)
W  (Income) 0.002 2.502 2.206 0.493
(p-value) (1.000) (0.927) (0.948) (0.152)

Notes: Estimation Method: GMM. Standard errors in brackets.
Instruments include a constant, Amarital status, Achildren, dwhlth, uphlth and Aotinc plus Arellano- 
Bond type instruments with lagged values of otinc and wages dated t-2 and backwards (see Appendix B 
for an explanation o f this kind of instruments), and two occupational dummies (as defined in the 
Appendix A) dated in r-7.
None of the movers experience a layoff during 1988. Instruments used in estimation for this subgroup 
are adjusted by this fact. W(Income): Exogeneity test for income.
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The hypothesis of movers having more variable preferences and the possibility of 

moving jobs at no cost do not seem to be coherent with the data if we compare the 

behaviour of stayers and movers that were layoff. As explained in previous section, we 

should expect that if layoffs are exogenous, as it seems quite plausible, stayers and 

layoffs behave in the same way. However, that is not the case when comparing the 

variances of their change in hours of work. Layoffs have an even greater variance, both 

unadjusted and adjusted, than the rest of movers^*. Some caution has to be taken with 

this result due to the small sample size for layoffs.

Previous results are consistent only under the restrictive assumptions that 

movements between jobs are exogenous and that the error term is equally distributed 

across individual types. These are strong assumptions that should be tested because there 

could be some sample selection bias on the estimates. To do so we estimate equation 

(2.20) under endogeneity and exogeneity of the movements and compare the results.

Estimates of equation (2.20) under both hypotheses are presented in Table 2.2. 

Only movers that were not layoff are included in the estimation, although inclusion of the 

213 layoffs does not change results, only reinforces them as can be seen in Table 2.C.1 in 

Appendix C.

First, we discuss the specification of both hypotheses. Columns of Table 2.2 are 

estimated for other income exogenous and wages endogenous. Testing exogeneity of 

income we get an statistic W=7.881 if movements exogenous and W=2.634 if 

movements endogenous, both of them following a distribution with 12 degrees of 

freedom. Therefore we can not reject exogeneity of income in any of the specifications. 

Instruments for the change in other income and its cross product with the dummy Stay 

include, along with the current change, all possible lagged values and the product of 

those and the instrument for the variable Stay. Testing this additional set of instruments, 

they are not rejected^

Altonji and Paxson (1986) found the same result.
With an incremental Sargan test, 81=23.57, distributed as a with 30 d.o.f., we can not reject the use of these 

additional instruments. This figure correspond to the specification that consider movements endogenous.
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T able 2.2: C hange in hours p o o lin g  ind iv iduals  

(exclu d in g  layo ffs).

Stay e x o g en o u s Stay en d o g en o u s
Intercept -0.044 0.181

(0.026) (0.072)
Stay 0.055 -0.194

(0.027) (0.080)
A w age 0.492 0.518

(0.165) (0.273)
A w a g e  X Stay -0.452 -0.654

(0.203) (0.298)
A otinc -0.011 0.051

(0.010) (0.036)
A otinc X Stay 0.011 -0.057

(0.010) (0.040)
Am arital status 0.025 -0.206

(0.064) (0.283)
Am arital status x  Stay -0.002 0.257

(0.066) (0.346)
U phlth 0.157 0.183

(0.150) (0.307)
U phlth  X Stay -0.073 -0.098

(0.163) (0.376)
D w h lth 0.174 -0.013

(0.295) (0.671)
D w h lth  X Stay -0.206 -0.001

(0.299) (0.739)
R" 0.078 0.146
Sargan test 193.6 87.28
(p -va lu e) (5.02eb (0.221)
\V (Incom e) 7.881 2.634
(p -va lu e) (0.794) (0.998)
lV (w ages) 350.2 30.07
(p -va lu e) (0.000) (0.003)
W (Stay) 181.9
(p -va lu e) (1.722e'^b
O bservations 4657
Notes: Estimation method: GMM. Standard errors in brackets. Common instruments to both 
specifications: constant, Amarital status, Achildren, dwhlth, uphlth and Aotinc plus Arellano-Bond type 
instruments with lagged values of otinc and wages dated t-2 and backwards, and two occupational 
dummies dated in t-1. Specific instruments fo r  column 2: Stay instrumented with lagged value of Stay, 
Stay t-1, and cross products Stay x Variable, are instrumented with the cross product of Stayt-i and the 
corresponding instrument for the Variable. Specific instruments fo r  column 1: Stay instrumented with 
itself, and cross products StayxVariable, are instrumented with the cross product of Stay and the 
corresponding instrument for the Variable. They include also all instruments in column 2. 
lV(Income): exogeneity test for income; W(wages): exogeneity test for wages; W(Stay): exogeneity test 
for movements.
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Conversely, wages can not be considered as exogenous (from W(wages) in Table 

2.2) in any of the specifications. They are instrumented with two periods lagged values, 

two occupational dummies and the product of the instrument chosen for Stay and all 

previous instruments.

The only difference between the two columns of Table 2.2 is that in the first one, 

the variable Stay is exogenous, and therefore instrumented by itself. Second column 

considers Stay endogenous and it is instrumented with its one period lagged value. Stay 

equals 1 if the individual did not change job between t-1 and t and thus Stayt-i equals 1 if 

the worker did not move between t-2 and t-1. Therefore, even if Stay is endogenous, 

Stayt-i would be correlated with Et-2 , but most probably uncorrelated with 6t-i or any of 

the components of u„ being a valid instrument for Stay^°.

From Table 2.2, results under both specifications are quite different. In the 

specification that assumes exogeneity of movements, hours respond to wage changes 

more for movers than for stayers ( p , = 0 5 1 9  and a ,  = 0.041), but both elasticities are 

positive. Hours constraints affecting stayers would be coherent with this finding^*.

The variable Stay is positive and highly significant, indicating that the change in 

hours is, in mean, bigger for stayers than for movers. However, although significant, its 

effect is rather small. None of the remaining variables has any significant effect on the 

change in hours of work. When we compare this results with the separate equations for 

each group, we see that they are quite different, suggesting that the assumption of the 

error term being homoscedastic for both groups is quite strong. Therefore estimates in 

Table 2.1 will be most probably biased.

When we allow for endogeneity of movements, results change quite significantly. 

First of all, the coefficient on wages for stayers implied by the second column of Table 

2.2 is a i =-0.137 although it is not significantly different from zero^^. These results

An exogeneity test for Stay,.] was performed and gave a value of W=3.061. The statistic is distributed as a 
with 31 d.o.f, and therefore the null hypothesis of exogeneity of the instrument could not be rejected.

This is the opposite that Altonji and Paxson (1986) found. For the more clear measure of change in hours (based 
on a three year gap period), the coefficient for stayers is more or less of the same range than ours but it is not 
different for movers. For some other measures of the change in hours they found a negative coefficient for movers.

A Wald test of Ho: «1=0, gave a value W =1.229 distributed as a with a d.o.f.
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contradict Altonji and Paxson (1986). They are quite similar to those o f Ham (1986), 

where he estimates a labour supply equation similar to ours and allowing for hours 

constraints in the form of unemployment or underemployment to be endogenous. He 

found that this misspecification of the labour supply is consistent to different tests about 

the functional form, the omission of variables and the error structure assumed in the 

hours equation. That coefficient could imply that those restricted individuals are off they 

labour supply function. In that case, labour elasticities may better be reflecting 

contracting arrangements between workers and firms^^.

Imposing equal coefficients for movers and for stayers, an intertemporal elasticity 

estimate of 0.359 is found. This figure is in line with previous results for the US. 

MaCurdy (1981) found an elasticity o f 0.15 for white married men using a sample of the 

PSID from 1968 to 1977. Altonji (1986) got a higher elasticity (0.267) by including age 

in the regression. More recently Zabel (1997) replicated Altonji's result for married 

white men aged 25 to 45 in 1968, using the PSID from 1968 to 1987. Our estimated 

elasticity is somehow larger, but the selected sample we use is also slightly different: 

prime age males, married and unmarried, may show a higher wage elasticity. However, 

given the results when we split the sample between movers and stayers (Table 2.2), this 

restriction seems quite strong.

Regarding the rest of the parameters, the coefficient for the dummy Stay changes 

sing and its effect is bigger than in previous specification. Therefore, the change in hours 

is now bigger for movers than for stayers, as it should be expected under hours 

constraints. Other income becomes now marginally significant, at least for movers, and it 

positively affects the number of hours worked. The remaining variables do not have any 

effect as in previous specifications.

Testing exogeneity of movements produces a test W =181.9 distributed as a 

with 33 d.o.f. The null hypothesis of exogeneity is clearly rejected. Therefore 

specification with movements endogenous is preferred and the estimation of the 

separated equations is not valid any more.

See Biddle (1988).
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Table 2.3: Variance of changes in hours

Unadjusted Adjusted: 
estimates 
Table 2.1

Adjusted: 
estimates 
Table 2.2, 
column 1

Adjusted: 
estimates 
Table 2.2, 
column 2

Adjusted: 
estimates 

Table 2.C.1, 
column 2

Stayers 0.075 0.085 0.076 0.076 0.079
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Movers 0.438 0.466 0.540
(0.037) (0.038) (0.045)

Not Layoff 0.402 0.414 0.454 0.481
(0.039) (0.040) (0.042) (0.046)

Layoff 0.537 0.540
(0.096) (0.096)

Difference 0.363 0.381 0.461
move-stay (0.038) (0.039) (0.046)
Diff. not 0.327 0.329 0.378 0.405
layoff-stay (0.040) (0.041) (0.043) (0.047)
Diff. layoff- 0.462 0.455
stay (0.096) (0.096)

Notes: 

estvar(ô^) =

Standard errors in brackets. Standard 
M -ô"

errors are computed without assuming normality: 

, where w, is the variable in deviations from the mean.
n

Implications of using an invalid specification on the variance of the change in 

hours can be seen in Table 2.3. Column 3 gives the estimation for the variance of the 

change in hours adjusted according to the final valid specification (movements 

endogenous). We see that the difference for the variance of the change in hours between 

movers and stayers was underestimated when using the separated equations or 

considering movements exogenous. The variance for stayers is smaller and the one for 

movers is higher than under the simplifying. The variance for movers is around 6.3 times 

higher than for stayers, which is well over the results obtained by Altonji and Paxson 

(1986).

As mentioned above, results do not change by the use of the whole set of movers 

(including layoffs). If anything, they become reinforced (see Table 2.C.1), which suggest 

that layoffs do not behave at all as stayers. That corroborates the hypothesis that job 

changes are not free for individuals and therefore is not the case that they can move jobs 

and remain in their labour supply curve. Column 4 of Table 2.3 shows the variance of the
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change in hours obtained when using the whole sample of movers: this is around 6.8 

times bigger for movers than for stayers.

2.6. Conclusions

This chapter provides empirical evidence on the assumption that individuals freely 

decide the number of hours they work at a given wage, using US data on prime age 

males. If this assumption holds, the behaviour of individuals who change jobs should be 

similar, once personal characteristics have been corrected for, to the behaviour of 

individuals that remain in the same job. In other words, the variance of the change in 

hours for individuals that move should be statistically equal to the variance of the change 

in hours for individuals that stay. If this assumption does not hold, differences in the 

variance of the change in hours would appear higher for movers than for stayers. This is 

because they move, among other reasons, to adjust the number of hours they work.

Taking advantage of the longitudinal nature of the data and by using GMM, we 

estimate a labour supply equation which is consistent with a life-cycle labour supply 

model under uncertainty. In this context, the endogeneity of movements is crucial to get 

consistent estimates.

We find that the variance of the change in hours is more than six times higher for 

movers than for stayers. This figures are somehow higher than previous estimates (see 

Altonji and Paxson ,1986). Invalid specification of the model (i. e., the assumption of 

homogeneity between movers and stayers or the assumptio of exogeneity of the 

movements) leads to downward biases on the estimated variance.

Taking into account the behaviour of stayers and layoffs, data does not seem 

compatible with a model in which individuals can change jobs at no cost. If that was the 

case and layoffs are considered exogenous, stayers and layoffs should behave similarly. 

However, the behaviour of the layoffs is more similar to the behaviour of other movers
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than to the stayers. Some caution has to be taken with this result due to the small amount 

of individuals that were layoff during the sampling period.

The results suggest that, at least for prime age males, the standard approach to 

estimate labour supply functions, which does not take into account the possibility of 

some groups of individuals being off their labour supply curves, leads to estimate an 

equation that is misspecifled. Previous positive and quite large estimates for 

intertemporal labour supply elasticities using similar models (Zabel, 1997, MaCurdy, 

1981, or Altonji, 1986) were found under the assumption of no constraints in the amount 

of hours the individual works. In general, wage elasticities for the constrained group are 

overestimated if the possibility of constraints is not considered. It is specially important 

to allow for endogeneity of the movements across jobs. It seems quite possible, that a 

more complex labour supply model incorporating job characteristics or employer 

preferences, would reflect better what is detected in the data. These findings are in the 

line of those of Ham (1986), Biddle (1988) or Ball (1990).

In this Chapter, we have focused on the group of individuals that are more likely 

constrained in the number of hours they work. Individuals holding more than one job 

were not considered here. It remains to be said whether the apparently constrained 

individuals may take second jobs to avoid their hours constraints, although this is out of 

the scope of this study.
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2.7. Appendix A: variable description

Dwhlth: dummy variable that equals 1 if in period t-1 the individual did not have health 

limitations but he has them on t.

Uphlth: dummy variable that equals one if individual had some health lim itations 'm t-1 

but he does not have them in period t.

AChildren: dummy variable that equals one if the individual did have a child between t-1 

and t.

AMarital Status: dummy variable that equals one if the individual married between t-1 

and t. Different specifications were used to account also for marital disruptions but did 

not make any difference in estimates.

Wage: wages are measured as real hourly rate of pay in the current or most recent job 

for every year. They are deflated by the USA IPC for all items and therefore are constant 

at 1991 prices. It is a created variable constructed from the answers to two questions and 

the variable of hours relevant in each case:

Q l. How much do you usually earn at that job?

Q2. Was that per day, per hour, per week or what?

Around 40% of the individual answered per hour in Q2, 15% per week and 20% per year 

for every year. Then it can be subject to some measurement error.

Hours/year: this variable is constructed as hours per week times weeks per year worked 

in the current or most recent job.

Otinc: this variable measures annual before taxes income from other sources but paid 

work, in the household. It is also deflated by the USA IPC for all items. We created this 

variable as the sum of a set of variables referring other household sources of income:

• Annual income from UC benefits for the respondent or his wife.

• Annual income from child support for the respondent or his wife.

• Annual income from AFDC for the respondent or his wife.

• Annual income from SSI for the respondent or his wife.
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• Annual income from veteran benefits, workers' compensation or disability for 

the respondent or his wife.

• Annual income from welfare for the partner (not wife).

• Annual income from welfare for other family members.

• Wife or partner’s income (gross) from wages or farm/business.

• Annual income from regular sources for other family members.

• Hours per year are hours per week times weeks per year.

• Income from other sources (interest, dividends,...).

Occupation: two broad occupational dummies are constructed as additional instruments 

for wages. O cupl equals one if the individual is a professional and Ocup2 equals 1 if the 

individual is a non manual worker (services, sales, farm, clerical workers). The 70 

Census (three digit decomposition) is use in their construction.

Stayer: individual that stayed in the same job between period t-1 and t.

Stay: dummy variable that equals one if the individual was employed by the same 

employer in his current or most important job between period t-I  and t.

Mover: individual that changed his most important or recent job between t-1 and t. 

Layoff: individual that changes job because, as stated by himself, he was either layoff 

(62.91%) or the plant where he worked closed (10.8%) or he was discharged or fired 

(26.29%).
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Table 2.A.1 : Mean of the relevant variables by individual type

Variables Stayers Movers Mov. not layoff Movers layoff
Hours/year 2212.09 1854.10 1918.03 1598.72

(410.297) (720.410) (711.826) (699.120)
Hours/week 43.342 42.565 43.154 40.211

(7.345) (10.041) (9.980) (9.962)
Weeks/year 51.030 43.244 44.170 39.545

(3.977) (12.433) (12.036) (13.308)
W age/hour 12.101 9.620 9.798 8.908

(5.285) (4.994) (5.057) (4.675)
Otinc. X lO "̂ 1.199 1.178 1.185 1.151

(2.738) (2.143) (2.180) (1.994)
Aln(hours/year) 0.036 -0.029 0.019 -0.224

(0.274) (0.662) (0.634) (0.733)
Aln(wage) 0.030 0.054 0.075 0.016

A(otinc 10
(0.366) (0.497) (0.517) (0.477)
0.092 0.171 0.145 0.277

(3.461) (2.459) (2.550) (2.059)
AChildren 0.124 0.105 0.113 0.075

(0.330) (0.307) (0.316) (0.264)
AMarital status 0.042 0.046 0.049 0.033

(0.201) (0.210) (0.217) (0.179)
Uphlth 0.013 0.022 0.025 0.009

(0.112) (0.145) (0.155) (0.097)
Dwnhlth 0.015 0.012 0.012 0.014

(0.122) (0.110) (0.108) (0.118)

Observations 3806 1064 851 213

Note: Standard errors in brackets.
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2.8. Appendix B: Some technical questions.

2.8.1. Instruments Structure

Imagine we only have information from 1988 to 1991. Arellano-Bond type instmments 

use all past information in the more efficient possible way. Therefore, due to the 

stmcture of the error term in Section 2.2, endogenous observations of year t would be 

instmmented with observations of the variable dated t-2 and backwards. That is, 

observations corresponding to 1991, would be instmmented by observations in 1989 and 

1988, in this case, and observations corresponding to 1990 would be instmmented with 

the variables dated in 1988. Lets consider wages. Valid instmments in this example are 

w l , w2, w3, constructed as below.

T N Aw w l w2 w3

91 1 ( W 9 j - W 9 o ) l (W g 9 ) l (W g g ) i 0

91 2 (W 9 i -W 9 o ) 2 (W g 9 )2 (W gg)2 0

91 N ( W 9 i - W 9 o) n (W g 9 )N (W gg)N 0

90 1 (W9Q-Wg9)] 0 0 (W g g ) i

90 2 (W9Q-Wg9)2 0 0 (W gg)2

90 N (W 9 0 -W g 9 )N 0 0 (Wgg)N

where T and N represent respectively time and individual to which the observation 

corresponds. Aw is the variable to be instmmented.
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2.8.2. Covariance matrix for correlated estimators

Section 2.3 introduced a test for the possible endogeneity of some of the 

explanatory variables. Given the form of the objective functions from equation (2.24) and 

from Mroz (1987), the covariance matrix of a vector ( û ; , i ) 2 ) has the following 

expression:

v a rC d p d j ) =

where

A =
x'z,(z;z,)-'z;x o

0 XZ2(Z^Z2)-'Z'X

B =
0

%%2(Z2Z2)
- 1

c  = fs/ A. ^ / v-i yv  ̂2 /
2^;=1^2/^2/^2/
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2.9. Appendix C: Results using all movers.
Table 2.C.1: Change in hours pooling individuals, 

(including all movers)

Stay exogenous Stay endogenous
Intercept -0.079 0.148

(0.023) (0.060)
Stay 0.090 -0.171

(0.024) (0.069)
Awage 0.574 0.570

(0.157) (0.241)
Aw age X Stay -0.521 -0.773

(0.198) (0.286)
Aotinc -0.007 0.071

(0.009) (0.036)
Aotinc X Stay 0.007 -0.080

(0.009) (0.040)
Amarital status 0.048 -0.339

(0.060) (0.249)
Amarital status x Stay -0.023 0.449

(0.062) (0.314)
Uphlth 0.283 0.383

(0.173) (0.344)
Uphlth X Stay -0.211 -0.336

(0.184) (0.431)
Dwhlth 0.009 -0.103

(0.328) (0.828)
Dwhlth X Stay -0.054 0.057

(0.331) (0.985)
R" 0.100 0.166
Sargan test 198.7 84.38
(p-value) (1 .81eb (0.291)
W(Stay) 288.6
(p-value) (0.000)
Observations 4870

Notes: Estimation method: GMM. Standard errors in brackets. Common instruments to both 
specifications: constant, Amarital status, Achildren, dwhlth, uphlth and Aotinc plus Arellano-Bond type 
instruments with lagged values of otinc and wages dated t-2 and backwards, and two occupational 
dummies dated in r-7. Specific instruments fo r  column 2: Stay instrumented with lagged value of Stay, 
Stayt-i, and cross products StayxVariable, are instrumented with the cross product of Stay,.] and the 
corresponding instrument for the Variable. Specific instruments fo r  column 1: Stay instrumented with 
itself, and cross products StayxVariable, are instrumented with the cross product of Stay and the 
corresponding instrument for the Variable. It includes also all instruments in column 2. lV(Stay): 
exogeneity test for movements.
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Chapter 3

Self-Employment and Labour Market 

Transitions: a Multiple State Model.

3.1. Introduction

Self-employment in the UK (and in general in all OECD countries) has 

experienced a sharp increase during the late 70’s and 80’s. In March 1980, 10% of the 

workforce was self-employed. This figure increased to 15% in March 1989, according to 

the Department of Employment. Meanwhile, programs to promote and support start-up 

and expansion of small businesses have been carried out by the government. In spite of 

the growth of self-employment and of the policies to promote it, there is little empirical 

evidence, particularly for the UK, of the characteristics that motivate an individual to 

become self-employed.

The purpose of this chapter is to add some empirical evidence of the 

characteristics and economic factors that determine self-employment decisions in UK. It 

has been recently argued that self-employment growth is the result o f a labour market 

deterioration. Difficulties in finding a job generate the increases on self-employment
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figures rather than changes in personal characteristics, such as education, financial 

conditions or even unobserved skills. Consequently, an interesting question to answer is 

to analyse whether the probabilities of transition into self-employment are higher for 

unemployed people than for employees, after controlling for personal characteristics.

M ost of the related empirical work relies on the hypothesis that capital markets 

are perfect and any individual can borrow and lend any amount of money at current 

interest rates.^ In this context, self-employment is considered as an alternative to paid 

employment. These studies have usually been focused on the differential between 

expected earnings and wages. The econometrician observes whether an individual is self- 

employed or not. Thus, the usual approach is to estimate a structural or reduced form 

binary choice model (probit or logit). This is the approach followed by Ress and Shah 

(1985) and more recently by Blundell et al. (1995) using British data. They also consider 

the influence of demographic characteristics on the probability of becoming self- 

employed, namely education, marital status, region, race, number of children and health. 

Evans and Leighton (1989) use the same approach for the United States.

The effect of unemployment on the probability of becoming self-employed is not 

clear in the literature, though. Two opposite results have been found. On the one side 

Blanchflower and Oswald (1991) or Taylor (1996) provide evidence for UK, supporting 

a negative relationship between unemployment rates and entering self-employment. 

Good economic conditions (lower risk o f failure or higher probability of finding an 

alternative job in the event of failure) would encourage individuals to start their own 

business. On the other side, Alba-Ramirez and Freeman (1994) or Evans and Leighton 

(1989) find, that the longer one individual has been unemployed the higher is his 

probability of becoming self-employed for Spain and the US respectively. Individuals see 

self-employment as a way of avoiding unemployment when the probability of finding a

' See Evans and Jovanovic (1989), Holtz-Eakin et al. (1994a, 1994b) or Blanchflower and Oswald (1990) for an 
analysis of self-employment decisions under liquidity constraints. The first two papers refer to the American labour 
market while the third one relates the UK.
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paid job decreases^. Acs et al. (1994), using a panel of OECD countries, find that a 10% 

increase in the unemployment rate produces a 1.5% increase in the self-employment rate.

Previous empirical work has several limitations. On the one side, some authors, in 

estimating a binary choice model upon the stock of self-employed individuals, mix up 

entry and exit decisions (as Blanchflower and Oswald (1991) or Taylor (1996)). If 

unemployment leads individuals more likely to enter self-employment but also to exit that 

state, the final effect is going to be a mixture of both. Its sign will depend on the relative 

inflows and outflows.

To avoid this problem Evans and Leighton (1989) or Alba-Ramirez and Freeman 

(1994) constraint their studies to a particular group of individuals, wage workers, and 

look at exit rates towards self-employment. Only for this subgroup their results hold. The 

effects can be different for unemployed individuals; if working is an endogenous 

decision, as it is, results can be subjected to sample selection bias. In addition, some 

variables as previous unemployment experience, are likely to be endogenous. None of 

the previous studies addresses the analysis of the effect of general economic conditions 

jointly with individual unemployment spells.

A natural approach to model self-employment decisions consists of looking at 

individual work histories and considering self-employment an additional labour market 

state. Transitions among different states can be constructed and analysed^ then. In this 

Chapter three possible labour market states would be considered: self-employment, paid 

employment and unemployment. We estimate reduced form parametric transition 

probabilities from and to any of the three possible states, using a multiple state transition 

econometric framework. Due to tastes' differences or ability or what can be called 

“entrepreneurial spirit” , the presence of unobservable heterogeneity among individuals

 ̂All these papers use the approach discussed above.
 ̂ Not many applications refer to transitions between labour market states including self-employment applications. 

Magnac and Robin (1991) estimate a reduced-form model of labour market transitions using discrete and tenure 
data for France. The aim of their paper is closely related to Chapter 3, with the difference that continuous records 
are available for the UK, which allows us to construct a more complex model.
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seems quite likely in this context. As a result we also estimate the model under this 

hypothesis in order to compare the results.

This approach helps us to overcome some of the limitations of previous 

literature. First, it allows us to consider entry and exit decisions separately. 

Unemployment duration arises naturally in this framework, avoiding possible 

endogeneity and selection bias. In addition it enables comparisons of the probability of 

becoming self-employed between unemployed and employed individuals.

Data used in this Chapter is a subsample of males drawn from the British 

Household Panel Survey (BHPS). This survey contains a retrospective work history 

questionnaire recording all job spells for each individual in the house since they left 

school.

The Chapter outline is as follows. Section 3.2 describes the model specification 

and discusses the estimation of the transition probabilities. Section 3.3 presents the data 

used for the analysis and in section 3.4 the estimation results are discussed. Section 3.5 

states the main conclusions of the analysis.

3.2. Model specification

We distinguish three different possible states in our model: unemployment, 

wage-work and self-employment. Self-employment is considered as an alternative to paid 

employment. Movements from and to “out of the labour force” are not considered here. 

An individual can move from any of these states (source state, denoted by the first 

subscript) to the others (destination state, denoted by the second subscript) at any time. 

Six types of transition can then be defined as shown in Table 3.1 below.

This specification of the model is coherent with on-the-job search theories. 

Unemployed individuals devote some of their time searching for jobs. But, once they 

accept a job and start working (as paid workers or self-employed) they continue to
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search for a better job. Two types of “jobs” are considered here: paid work and self- 

employment"^.

Transition intensities are defined as the probability of departure from state k  to 

state I in the short interval (r, t+dt) and are denoted as Qu (t\Z;^), where Z  is a set of 

observable and unobservable individual characteristics {X and v respectively) and p is a 

set of unknown parameters to estimate, t, the elapsed duration, is measured in months. In 

particular, the following functional form represents the transition intensities:

= exp{g„(f) + z P j,  + 8 j,v } (3.1)

where gu(t) is a function of time spent in state k, before departure towards /. This 

specification allows for a flexible and non-monotonic relation between elapsed duration 

and the hazard function. Its functional form will be discussed in Section 3.4.2. The set p, 

includes all parameters of interest in g(.), and 0 /̂, for all possible (k,l). An 

unobservable individual fixed effect is denoted by v which would be correlated with the 

time spent in each state. It can reflect differences in tastes for working or starting up a 

business. The estimation of parameters specific to every state allows state dependence 

along with duration dependence. Finally, X is a set of demand conditions and 

demographic variables.

Table 3.1: Possible transition intensities.

Source State Self-Employment

Destination State 

Employment Unemployment

Self-Employment e.,„(rlZ;P) 9,„('iz;P)

Employment e , . ( ' iz ;p )

Unemployment e . . ( d Z ; p ) e„,(tlZ;P)

Note: U denotes unemployment, E paid employment and SE self-employment.

Blundell et al. (1995) use a similar approach to analyse upwards and self-employment transitions.
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Therefore the contribution to the likehhood function for each individual and 

completed spell is the probability of surviving in state k  until t (survival function) times 

the probability of moving from k t o  l i n t  (transition intensity),

P„ (<IZ; P) = e x p { -0 ,  (fIZ; P)} 0 „ (0Z; P) (3.2)

f,

where 0^ is the corresponding integrated hazard function (0 ^ , = | Z ; p ) B 5 ) .  For
0

each individual, the data consist of one or more spells in every state. Not every spell is 

complete by the time of the interview. Hence it is necessary to account for right censored 

spells. The contribution to the likelihood function of an incomplete spell is the survivor 

function, that is

F ,(;IX ;P ) = ex p { -e ,(f lX ;p )}  , (3.3)

Assuming that v equals zero for all individuals i. e. there is no unobserved 

heterogeneity, the likelihood function for an individual with a sequence of spells {ti, 

would be,

A C  A A c,

. (3 4)
V  c = l  k l^k c=\ I

A(Pi'„ c,)= nnn^«ci^AP)''“ fin^iki^np)''

where is an indicator variable which equals 1 if the individual exited state k towards 

state I in the cth spell; is a dummy which equals one if the cth spell is incomplete and

the individual did not move from state k.

Taking logs and considering a sample of N  i.i.d. individuals the log-likelihood 

function is given by^

 ̂ For a step-by-step derivation of the likelihood function with and without unobserved heterogeneity, see 
Lancaster(1990)
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N  C,

>0gZ. = XËZ
1=1 c = l k l k̂

(3.5)

In the presence of unobservable heterogeneity among the individuals the model 

becomes more complicated. The individual fixed effect, denoted by v„ is an unobservable 

variable that varies over the population. Therefore, we cannot condition the individual 

probabilities on v, and use it as an additional explanatory variable. To get the 

unconditional probabilities it is necessary to integrate v, over all its possible values. In 

this case the individual likelihood takes the form

qn
c=\ k l*k

(3.6)

where h(vi) is the unknown distribution function of the individual effect. The log- 

likelihood function for all individuals would then be.

logL = ^L,(ph.,,...,r.c^,X.) (3.7)
/=]

The distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity could be fully specified and the 

previous equation estimated by maximum likelihood. However, Heckman and Singer 

(1984) pointed out that misleading results can be obtain by using these procedures when 

the chosen distribution for unobservables is not the right one. Therefore we alternatively 

use the Non-Parametrie Maximum Likelihood Estimator (NPMLE) proposed by both 

authors which does not require any distributional assumption. This procedure 

approximates the distribution function of unobservables, /zfv), with a finite mixture 

distribution. The points of support of this finite distribution are the unknown values
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V V m to which the M  unknown probabilities are attached. Then, the contribution to 

the likelihood o f an individual becomes:

A ( P ’ ^  ̂ 1 » • • ’ ’ he ’ -̂ 1 ) ~
M [ /  C, Y  Q , \

m =l 1 V c= l k l ^ k  J \  c= l /

(3^0

being the log-likelihood function its summation over all individuals. The points of 

support as well as the probabilities assigned to each of them are now parameters of 

interest to be estimated by the EM-algorithm (see Appendix B for description of 

implementation). The function is maximised at different number of support points until 

the parameters of the criterion function relatively stable^.

3.3. Data Description

The data used in this analysis is obtained from the British Household Panel 

Survey (BHPS). This is an annual survey carried out by the ESRC Research Centre on 

Micro-social Change since 1991. At the moment of starting the research, three data 

waves are available. The survey is conducted over a nationally representative sample of 

at least 5000 households, making a total of approximately 10000 individual interviews. 

Data is collected at an individual and household level including information about 

household organisation, labour market, income and wealth, housing, health and socio

economic values.

The Second Wave (1992) contains some additional records that do not appear in 

the First Wave relating individual’s past history: marriage, cohabitation, children and 

employment status. In particular, it collects information about employment status spells

** The basic specification includes two support points. A possible interpretation for this model specification is to 
think of two individual types: high ability and low ability ones. Those support points can also represent aggregate 
shocks with different effects over the population.
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since the respondent first left full time education. The dates at which each spell began 

and ended as well as its length are recorded. This information enables us to estimate the 

model proposed in Section 3.2. Demographic information can be obtained from the main 

record.

We select a subsample of working age males at the interview date, that is aged 

between 16 and 65 years old by the first o f December of 1992. Males who were not 

directly interviewed (somebody else in the household answered the questionnaire on their 

behalf) are not considered here: no answers for the additional questionnaires are 

provided for these individuals. We also dropped men who were out of the labour market 

(full time students, retired or out of the labour market for other reasons) at some point in 

their work histories. That avoids initial condition problems and also mixing decisions of 

early retirement. No differences are made between full time and part time work: both are 

considered employment. Within paid employment, no job-to-job transitions are 

considered.

All the previous conditions are fulfilled by 1978 individuals providing 4227 

complete or incomplete employment status spells. Table 3.2 reports the number of 

observations for each possible transition, being the last spell for each individual 

incomplete.

The variables used in the estimation can be classified in two groups: demographic 

variables relating the individual and demand side variables referring to general economic 

conditions. In the first group, we include age at the beginning of the spell, four 

educational dummies and two dummy variables reflecting the family background of the 

individual: whether his mother and his father were self-employed when the individual was 

fourteen years old. In the second group, the final specification includes the National 

Unemployment Rate at the beginning of the spell that accounts for business cycle 

changes^. Variables as vacancies or GDP were also tried but were not found significant 

so that they are not included in the final specification. Those figures have been taken

 ̂ The probability of having a successful enterprise is not the same if it was started in a good or bad period of the 
economic cycle.
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from the Department of Employment. Table 3.A.1 in Appendix A reports the mean and 

standard deviation for the relevant variables.

Table 3.2: Number of observations per possible transition.

Source State Self-Employment

Destination State 

Employment Unemployment Censored

Self-Employment 138 75 335

Employment 408 ------  791 1467

Unemployment 91 746 ------ 176

3.4. Empirical Results

3.4.1. Non Parametric Analysis

Before presenting the model estimates we describe survival probabilities in the 

labour market using non-parametric techniques. Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show Kaplan-Meier 

estimates of the survival probabilities for each possible source state conditioned on 

destination state.

Figure 3.1 shows survival probabilities in employment and unemployment for 

individuals who move to self-employment. Figure 3.2 presents the survival probabilities 

in self-employment and unemployment for individuals who move to employment. The 

pattern in both figures is similar: the probability of survival is lower if the origin state is 

unemployment, as expected. This just shows that unemployment is not individually 

considered as a definitive state. Nevertheless, it is worth to note that the survival 

probability decreases faster for self-employed individuals than for employees. There are 

different explanations for this finding.
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Figure 3.1. K aplan-M eier Survival curves: transition to self-em plovm ent from 

unem ploym ent and paid em ploym ent 
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Figure 3.2. K aplan-M eier Survival curves: transition to paid em ploym ent from 

unem ploym ent and self-em ploym ent
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Figure 3.3. K aplan-M eier Survival curves: transition to unem ploym ent from  self- 

em ploym ent and paid em ploym ent
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First, it can retlect the higher risk o f self-em ploym ent, being m ore difficult to  

survive. Second, survival in em ploym ent w ould be higher in the presence o f liquidity 

constrain ts to allow the individual to earn the capital necessary to start a business. 

Finally, the idea o f a deterioration  o f the labour m arket could be supported  by this data, 

in the sense that self-em ploym ent is used as a tem porary state b e tte r than being 

unem ployed, before jum ping again into paid em ploym ent.

Figure 3.3 show s the survival probabilities for unem ployed people and displays a 

steeper curve for those w ho cam e from  self-em ploym ent, suggesting again that self- 

em ploym ent is used to avoid unem ploym ent when finding a jo b  becom es difficult.

This analysis does not take into account either personal or dem and side 

characteristics. Determ ining w hether the stated  differences can be explained by 

differences in characteristics is the next point to discuss.
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3.4.2. Parametric estimation.

The previous analysis clearly shows that duration and state dependence are two 

important factors to explain mobility between different states. The longer an enterprise 

has been running the higher its probability of survival, through a reputation effect or 

because it has access to more resources than when it first started. The duration 

dependence comes through a tenure or experience effect for employess and through a 

loss in human capital for those unemployed. This is why in Section 3.2 our model 

includes a flexible function of elapsed duration, h M ,  to control for duration 

dependence. We include the log and the log of tenure square^ as regressors:

(0  = a  ln(f ) + a  (ln(0)^

This specification generalises the traditional Weibull proportional hazard allowing 

non monotonie variation with respect to duration. So if a2w<0, the transition intensity 

has a maximum level when \n{t)=-aikilCL2ik- If ot2 */>0 , this level corresponds to a minimum 

and if (X2ki- 0  for all k  and /, the transition intensities are a monotonically increasing or 

decreasing function in t (Weibull specification).

The specification also includes three types of explanatory variables: demographic 

(four educational variables, age and age square), family background (two dummy 

variables taking value one if each of the individual parents were self-employed when he 

was 14) and demand side conditions (National Unemployment Rate, NUR). Education in 

this context can act jointly with duration as a proxy for the individual wage. The 

unemployment rate tries to pick up changes in the general economic conditions altering 

the probabilities of layoff and job arrival rates and therefore the individuals' possibility of 

choice.

* Alternative specifications were tried, including splines for the square term and dummies for duration shorter than 
6 months or greater than one year, but they seemed to fit worse the data.
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Unobserved heterogeneity is explicitly modelled accounting for the differences in 

abihty among individuals and it is uncorrelated with the rest of explanatory variables. 

Two types of individuals are considered and therefore two support points are used in the 

estimation of the model proposed in Section 3.2.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the results of this basic specification without and with 

corrections for unobserved heterogeneity, respectively. Estimates of the parameters of 

interest are similar in both cases, with the biggest differences lying in the duration 

parameters. In general, they are overestimated when ignoring unobservable 

heterogeneity. In what follows we would refer to Table 3.4, although the same 

conclusions can be drawn from Table 3.3*.

Education seems to play an important role in determining transitions between 

states. As it should be expected, the more educated an individual is the lower his 

probability of becoming unemployed. It also is interesting to point out that people with a 

medium level of education (A-levels and 0-levels) are more likely to become self- 

employed, whether they come from unemployment or paid employment. M oreover they 

are the less likely to become unemployed once in self-employment. This contradicts to 

some extend previous findings that suggest that self-employed people are poor wage 

earners and misfit for paid work'®.

It is interesting to point out that the higher educated individuals are reluctant to 

become self-employed if they are actually employed. They are more willing to do so once 

they are unemployed (High Degree has a positive and significant effect on the transition 

probability from unemployment to self-employment). This can reflect the higher 

opportunity cost (in terms of wages) that this group o f individuals face.

 ̂ A likelihood ration test of the joint hypothesis that all parameters related to heterogeneity are zero give us a value 
of 614, distributed as with 10 d.o.f. The null hypothesis is clearly rejected.

See Ress and Shah (1985) or Evans and Leighton (1989).
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Table 3.3. Maximum Likelihood estimates for the transition equations; without controls

for unobserved heterogeneity.

E to U E to SE U to E U to SE SE to E SE to U
High Degree -0.686 -0.117 0.779 0.648 0.501 -0.424

(0.157) (0.208) (0.172) (0.529) (0.378) (0.456)
A-Levels -0.384 0.367 0.769 0.977 0.422 -1.038

(0.195) (0.228) (0.218) (0.631) (0.414) (0.640)
O-Levels -0.154 0.211 0.602 0.872 0.118 -0.420

(0.156) (0.207) (0.193) (0.561) (0.386) (0.453)
Other qualifie. -0.289 0.125 -0.122 -0.165 0.511 -0.851

(0.306) (0.328) (0.404) (1.392) (0.643) (3.293)
Mother SE 0.057 0.333 -0.157 0.503 0.549 -0.067

(0.265) (0.274) (0.378) (0.583) (0.387) (1.226)
Father SE 0.071 0.583 -0.126 0.549 -0.356 0.193

(0.159) (0.168) (0.177) (0.360) (0.316) (0.383)
Age 0.341 1.729 -0.241 1.969 -0.839 -0.404

(0.382) (0.771) (0.395) (1.329) (0.988) (1.437)
Age Squared -0.050 -0.281 0.010 -0.242 0.080 0.018

(0.058) (0.144) (0.055) (0.178) (0.156) (0.230)
NUR 0.165 0.039 -0.028 0.159 0.025 0.177

(0.020) (0.028) (0.026) (0.074) (0.038) (0.064)
ln(duration/12) -0.143 0.328 -0.617 -0.401 0.134 -0.364

(0.084) (0.127) (0.114) (0.252) (0.201) (0.159)
(ln(duration/12))^ 0.050 -0.044 -0.246 -0.188 -0.262 -0.077

(0.028) (0.040) (0.051) (0.130) (0.079) (0.100)
Intercept -4.604 -7.415 0.186 -7.729 -1.565 -3.311

(0.552) (0.941) (0.680) (2.379) (1.496) (2.052)
Log-likelihood -7777
Observations 4227
Note: Standard errors (computed from the inverse of the information matrix) in brackets. SE denotes 
self-employment, E employment and U unemployment. Age is measured at the beginning of the spell. 
NUR is National Unemployment Rate.

The effect o f age differs depending on the transition considered. In general, it is 

not significant but it positively affects (a decreasing rate) the probability o f becoming 

self-employed. This effect is higher for those individuals that com e from unemployment. 

This result is again coherent with the theory o f liquidity constraints. An individual needs 

to have some wealth before starting up a business. If he is unemployed he would need a 

longer period of time to achieve this goal.
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Table 3.4. Maximum Likelihood estimates for the transition equations; controlling for

unobserved heterogeneity (NPMLE)

E to U E to SE U to E U to SE SE to E SE to U
High Degree -0.620 -0.144 0.773 0.648 0.494 -0.318

(0.114) (0.156) (0.108) (0.312) (0.264) (0.374)
A-Levels -0.340 0.340 0.775 0.982 0.411 -0.975

(0.146) (0.142) (0.133) (0.435) (0.278) (0.534)
O-Levels -0.085 0.152 0.606 0.860 0.079 -0.148

(0.109) (0.155) (0.109) (0.291) (0.271) (0.418)
Other qualifie. -0.226 0.088 -0.115 -0.169 0.498 -0.835

(0.218) (0.288) (0.215) (0.818) (0.414) (1.539)
Mother SE 0.071 0.340 -0.187 0.501 0.563 -0.067

(0.210) (0.249) (0.263) (0.433) (0.319) (0.663)
Father SE 0.073 0.592 -0.116 0.522 -0.366 0.312

(0.120) (0.139) (0.127) (0.297) (0.236) (0.346)
Age 0.325 1.476 -0.214 1.982 -0.982 0.049

(0.277) (0.644) (0.235) (0.829) (0.829) (1.379)
Age Squared -0.055 -0.224 0.007 -0.245 0.099 -0.047

(0.043) (0.117) (0.034) (0.116) (0.132) (0.222)
NUR 0.163 0.043 -0.029 0.164 0.030 0.143

(0.014) (0.021) (0.015) (0.061) (0.30) (0.059)
ln(duration/12) -0.124 0.293 -0.662 -0.413 0.123 -0.325

(0.040) (0.120) (0.062) (0.154) (0.169) (0.151)
(ln(duration/12))^ 0.048 -0.036 -0.246 -0.188 -0.262 -0.077

(0.016) (0.037) (0.028) (0.087) (0.072) (0.082)
Unobs.heter. 1.000 -0.715 -0.221 0.696 -0.290 2.176

--- (0.268) (0.153) (1.279) (0.249) (1.427)
Intercept -4.198 -7.791 0.093 -7.705 -1.656 -3.041

(0.394) (0.842) (0.382) (1.418) (1.210) (2.034)
Log-likelihood
Observations

-7470
4227

Notes: Standard errors (computed from the inverse of the information matrix) in brackets. SE denotes 
self-employment, E employment and U unemployment. Age is measured at the beginning of the spell. 
NUR is National Unemployment Rate.
Two support Points: vi=0 with probability pi=0.57 and V2= -1.691(0.363) with probability p2=0.43. The 
heterogeneity coefficient for the transition from E to U is normalise to one for identification.

Family background variables also have the expected sign. The probability of 

becoming self-employed is higher if one of the parents was self-employed (especially the 

father). W hether this happens because the individual keeps on running a family business 

or due to the effect of the environment in which he grew up, can not be separated given 

the characteristics of the data.
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The effect of the national unemployment rate suggests that individuals are more 

likely to move towards self-employment when the economic situation worsens. This 

effect is much bigger if the individual is unemployed. The chances of getting a job 

decrease and the individual chooses to avoid unemployment by becoming self-employed. 

Therefore, the data seems to support to some extend the deterioration of the labour 

market theory as an explanation of the increase in self-employment rates.

Regarding elapsed duration variables, the null hypothesis of a monotone 

specification for the hazard rate is rejected (the Wald test statistic is 606.59 and 

distributed as a %^(6)). The variables have also the expected sign. The longer an 

individual stays unemployed the lower the probabilities he has of moving towards 

employment or self-employment due to the loss of human capital. Employment duration 

has a positive effect on the probability of becoming self-employed at a decreasing rate 

although not significant. This result it is in line with the age effect (pointing to liquidity 

constraints). It could also show that people who have been longer in the labour market 

have more chances of picking up possibilities of starting a business. Tenure in self- 

employment increases the probability of moving towards employment though the effect is 

smaller and less precise than the previous one. On the other hand, it reduces the 

probability of unemployment. We would expect that the longer an enterprise has been 

settled the higher its chances of survival and therefore the lower the probability that the 

individual ends up being unemployed.

Referring to the unobservable heterogeneity, one possible interpretation of the 

results (given the restrictions on the estimation procedure and the sign of the estimates) 

would be that if the individual effect is zero, the individual would have low ability, and if 

it is negative the individual would have high ability. Then, able individuals are more likely 

to become employed or self-employed and less likely to become unemployed.

An alternative specification is presented in Tables 3.B.1 and 3.B.2 allowing for 

lagged duration dependence'\ The basic results hold though the precision of some of the

Flinn and Heckman (1982) point out that lagged spell values can be introduced as explanatory variables.
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estimates worsens a little. The most interesting result (with and without controls for 

heterogeneity) is that the previous self-employment experience pays, in the sense of 

increasing the probability of becoming self-employed, only if the individual is employed. 

If the individual is unemployed there is no effect, which again support the idea that 

individuals enter self-employment to avoid unemployment.

It is also important the fact that previous unemployment experience has a positive 

effect in the entry to self-employment if the individual is employed not if he is 

unemployed. This is exactly what Evans and Leighton (1989) found with a sample of 

workers from USA. Previous unemployment experience has in addition a positive effect 

on the transition from self-employment to employment. That suggests again that 

individuals coming from unemployment use self-employment as a temporary situation or 

they are less successful than the rest of self-employed workers.

Results from Tables 3.3 and 3.4 can be quite difficult to interpret in terms of 

transition probabilities from one state to other. Therefore Figures 3.4 to 3.8 highlight to 

what extent the transition intensities differ between individuals with different 

characteristics. Figure 3.4 shows the transitions into self-employment by source state 

and individual type. Employed are more likely to become self-employed than unemployed 

individuals with the same characteristics and in both cases this probability decreases with 

duration. This could be originated either by the presence of liquidity constraints (some 

capital is necessary to start a business and it is more difficult to earn the money if 

unemployed) or by the fact that employed people have more information about business 

opportunities. An interesting effect is that the more able individuals are more likely to 

enter self-employment but only if the source state is employment. If they are unemployed 

less able individuals are the ones with more chances to enter self-employment. 

Deterioration of labour market conditions could originate such an effect. Among the 

unemployed, the more able ones would find a job in paid employment, whereas the less 

able would not find any and therefore choose to be self-employed to avoid 

unemployment.
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Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show transitions into self-employment for employed and 

unemployed people by education. Behaviour patterns are very different. Employed 

individuals have the lower probability o f becoming self-employed during the first three 

years on their job. Afterwards their probability is the highest compared to the rest of the 

groups. For unemployed people, the transition probability curves are inversely related to 

the level of education. If the source state is unemployment, it is true that the less 

qualified individuals and therefore the ones who were probably receiving low wages 

before, are the ones switching to se lf-em p lo y m e n tT h is  finding does not hold for 

individuals whose source state is employment.

To conclude. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show transition probabilities into self- 

employment by source state, abihty of the individual and National Unemployment Rate 

(NUR). The purpose of these figures is to clarify the effect of general economic 

conditions on the probability of becoming self-employed. We take the NUR of late 

seventies (around 3%) and the corresponding to late eighties (around 10%) to see if that 

change can explain to some extent the high increase in self-employed population during 

the last twenty years. Figure 3.7 shows the transition probabilities for employed people. 

It is important to note that the probability of becoming self-employed increases in a 

higher proportion for the more able individuals, given an increase in the unemployment 

rate. On the contrary, for unemployed individuals (Figure 3.8) the increase in the 

probability of self-employment is much higher for those less able. For both groups the 

increment in the probability is quite high if compare for example with the effect of 

education.

3.5. Conclusions

This Chapter describes in some detail transitions from and to paid work, self- 

employment and unemployment. We use a multiple state transition model with

See Evans and Leighton(1989).
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unobservable heterogeneity to asses the importance of some demographic variables along 

with time varying economic conditions. Distribution o f unobservables is approximated 

with a discrete function, whose support points and probabilities are computed using the 

Heckman and Singer approach through an EM algorithm.

The main purpose of the Chapter is to determine the effect of unemployment on 

the probability of becoming self-employed. The results from previous section show that 

worse economic conditions, that is, higher unemployment rates, push individuals towards 

self-employment. The mechanism driving unemployed and employed individuals to self- 

employment is anyhow different. Less able unemployed with lower chances to find a job 

choose self-employment to escape from unemployment. For employed people the pattern 

reverses: adverse economic conditions, as precariousness of their jobs or poor career 

perspectives, incentive more able individuals to start up a business.

However the longer an individual has been unemployed, the lower are his chances 

of switching to self-employment due to loss of human capital or lack of information 

about opportunities of starting an enterprise.

The model compounds the analysis of the effect o f general economic conditions 

and individual unemployment experience. The results encompass previous findings. 

Evans and Leighton (1989) or Alba-Ramirez and Freeman (1994) find that previous 

experience of unemployment increases the probability of workers entering self- 

employment. Acs et al. (1994) find that unemployment rates increase the probability of 

becoming self-employed. Our model confirms these results and extends them in a natural 

way to unemployed individuals, considering also exit rates from self-employment for 

both groups.

Therefore, data in this analysis supports the theory of a deterioration of labour 

market conditions as fundamental to explain the growth in self-employment rates in the 

last two decades. Bad economic conditions have a positive effect on self-employment 

rates (through reduction of its opportunity cost). This encouraging effect dominates the 

negative effect implied by the reduction of the expected returns from self-employment.
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Some other interesting results refer to family background variables effect in self- 

employment transitions. Although having a self-employed mother increases the 

probability of becoming self-employed, the effect of the father status is stronger and 

better defined; both prevent from becoming unemployed.

Data would also be consistent with the presence of liquidity constraints (through 

age and duration effects) although the simplicity of the model makes impossible to test 

this hypothesis. An interesting extension would be to allow for an explicit test of this 

hypothesis, besides some wage/earnings' effect, using a more structural model. This is far 

beyond the scope of the present Chapter and therefore left for future research.

Figure 3.4: Transition from Employment and Unemployment to Self-Employment

(by individual type)
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Note: estimates used to compute transition probabilities from Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Transition from Employment to Self-Employment (by education).
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Figure 3.6: Transition from Unemployment to Self-Employment (by education).
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Figure 3.7; Transition from Employment to Self-Employment (increase in the 

National Unemployment Rate).
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Figure 3.8: Transition from Unemployment to Self-Employment (increase in the 

National Unemployment Rate)
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3.6. Appendix A: Variable description

Table 3.A.1: Sample statistics for the relevant variables

Observations Mean
(Std.dev.)

DURATION
Self-Employment (SE) 213 55.038

(61.866)
Employment (E) 1199 125.818

Unemployment (U) 837
(120.902)

9.931
(17.136)

AGE 1978 37.951
(10.932)

AGE beginning spell 
Self-Employment

4227 24.668
(9.807)

548 30.757
Employment (9.095)

2666 21.590
Unemployment (8.095)

1013 29.473
(10.780)

High Degree 0.341

A levels
(0.474)
0.147

(0.354)
O levels 1978 0.261

Other qualif.
(0.439)
0.042

No qualif.
(0.201)
0.209

(0.407)
Mother SE 0.034

1978 (0.182)
Father SE 0.131

(0.337)
NUR 4227 6.113

(3.509)
Notes: duration is measured in months. Right censored observations 
mean and standard deviation. Age is age at the interview date 
Unemployment Rate at the beginning o f the spell.

are not considered in computing its 
(around 12/92). NUR is National
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3.7. Appendix B: EM algorithm

Section 3.2 introduces the likelihood function to estimate. Simplifying notation in 

equation (3.8), the final likelihood function for the whole sample is

L(p,v,7ult,X ,) = I
M

ln É /,( t lX .,v ^ ,P )7 i:,
m = l

(3.9)

w here/( .) , is the contribution to the likelihood for each individual, conditional on v^; t  is 

a vector of duration in every spell, for each individual;p is the vector of all parameters of 

interest; X, is a vector of individual characteristics and Ttm is the probability attached to 

every mass point v^.

Taking derivatives in (3.9) with respect to p and rearranging terms we obtain,

where

The EM algorithm has two stages: expectation and maximisation. Giving initial 

values for all parameters of interest, including Vm and Tim, in the first stage we compute 

the probabilities according to (3.11) and in the second stage we maximise the log 

likelihood function L(.) with respect to p and v^, obtaining L/(.); we will then update 

recomputing (3.11) and so forth. This procedure produces a local optimum for L(.) 

and the estimated values for the mass point probabilities are constrained to be in the unit 

interval (Heckman and Singer (1982,1984)).
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To guard against failure to locate a global optimum a variety of starting values is 

used in the implementation of the EM algorithm.

3.8. Appendix C: Results using experience

Table 3.C.1: Maximum Likelihood estimates for the transition equations; without

E to 
U

E to SE U to 
E

U to SE SE to E SE to U

High Degree -0.390 -0.025 0.761 0.659 0.617 -0.144
(0.172) (0.205) (0.172) (0.540) (0.386) (0.469)

A-Levels -0.126 0.384 0.750 0.982 0.445 -0.799
(0.211) (0.229) (0.216) (0.645) (0.427) (0.656)

O-Levels 0.018 0.275 0.612 0.977 0.167 -0.136
(0.170) (0.210) (0.201) (0.583) (0.404) (0.492)

Other Qualification -0.024 0.349 -0.184 -0.169 0.393 -1.208
(0.332) (0.342) (0.391) (1.447) (0.636) (5.719)

M other SE -0.380 0.406 -0.140 0.661 0.549 -0.034
(0.294) (0.293) (0.338) (0.715) (0.402) (1.702)

Father SE 0.043 0.529 -0.086 0.480 -0.482 0.228
(0.171) (0.171) (0.184) (0.365) (0.331) (0.414)

Age 0.278 2.939 -0.266 1.926 -0.728 -0.226
(0.390) (0.723) (0.385) (1.411) (1.037) (1.589)

Age Squared -0.090 -0.569 -0.010 -0.241 0.003 -0.012
(0.060) (0.135) (0.053) (0.185) (0.162) (0.260)

NUR 0.202 0.073 -0.020 0.165 0.051 0.173
(0.021) (0.027) (0.025) (0.077) (0.040) (0.070)

ln(duration/12) -0.133 0.343 -0.639 -0.370 0.140 -0.350
(0.085) (0.124) (0.116) (0.268) (0.206) (0.163)

(ln(duration/12))^ 0.052 -0.032 -0.244 -0.184 -0.249 -0.073
(0.029) (0.041) (0.053) (0.139) (0.082) (0.117)

Prev.SE.Exp. 0.153 2.409 -0.458 0.568 0.504 0.727
(0.345) (0.270) (0.521) (0.911) (0.494) (0.577)

Prev.Empl.Exp. 0.168 -0.149 -0.135 -0.106 -0.094 0.285
(0.018) (0.177) (0.069) (0.140) (0.455) (0.183)

Prev.Unemp.Exp. 0.042 0.031 0.023 0.0004 0.060 0.008
(0.006) (0.008) (0.009) (0.020) (0.021) (0.027)

Intercept -4.963 -9.084 0.344 -7.609 -1.908 -3.975
(0.570) (0.917) (0.667) (2.517) (1.593) (2.267)

Log-likelihood
Observations

■7577
4227

Note: Standard errors (computed from 
self-employment, E employment and U 
NUR is National Unemployment Rate.

the inverse of the information matrix) in brackets. SE denotes 
unemployment. Age is measured at the beginning of the spell.
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Table 3.C.2: M aximum Likelihood estimates for the transition equations controlling for

unobserved heterogeneity (NPMLE).

E t o U E to SE U to E U to  SE SE to E SE to U
High Degree -0.356 -0.042 0.762 0.655 0.620 -0.079

(0.121) (0.179) (0.111) (0.336) (0.282) (0.411)
A-Levels -0.099 0.371 0.754 0.988 0.461 -0.750

(0.151) (0.198) (0.135) (0.476) (0.299) (0.572)
O-Levels 0.039 0.211 0.615 0.970 0.140 0.079

(0.116) (0.175) (0.113) (0.319) (0.291) (0.437)
Other qualifie. -0.001 0.327 -0.180 -0.189 0.360 -1.040

(0.226) (0.326) (0.208) (0.853) (0.438) (1.631)
Mother SE -0.307 0388 -0.142 0.685 0.596 -0.057

(0.207) (0.304) (0.257) (0.486) (0.347) (0.760)
Father SE 0.042 0.550 -0.086 0.438 -0.478 0.303

(0.123) (0.163) (0.132) (0.328) (0.283) (0.378)
Age 0.071 2.798 -0.236 1.953 -0.949 0.260

(0.272) (0.607) (0.227) (0.892) (0.856) (1.544)
Age Squared -0.056 -0.551 -0.014 -0.245 0.036 -0.078

(0.043) (0.108) (0.033) (0.122) (0.132) (0.256)
NUR 0.199. 0.083 -0.020 0.163 0.055 0.151

(0.014) (0.023) (0.015) (0.063) (0.032) (0.062)
ln(duration/12) -0.123 0.318 -0.639 -0.359 0.138 -0.328

(0.043) (0.126) (0.059) (0.173) (0.177) (0.165)
(ln(duration/12))^ 0.047 -0.013 -0.243 -0.181 -0.244 -0.082

(0.012) (0.040) (0.028) (0.091) (0.080) (0.096)
Prev.SE Exp. 0.341 2.571 -0.454 0.556 0.534 0.483

(0.356) (0.299) (0.612) (0.660) (0.435) (0.660)
Prev.Empl.Exp. 0.204 -0.052 -0.135 -0.121 0.030 0.152

(0.018) (0.087) (0.033) (0.101) (0.325) (0.147)
Prev.Unemp.Exp. 0.037 0.033 0.023 -0.001 0.061 0.002

(0.005) (0.008) (0.006) (0.017) (0.017) (0.026)
Unobs. heter. 1.000 -1.228 0.021 0.841 -0.489 2.358

--- (0.440) (0.231) (1.072) (0.380) (1.222)
Intercept -4.416 -9.787 0.300 -7.509 -2.041 -3.782

(0.374) (0.820) (0.375) (1.532) (1.243) (2.226)
Log-likelihood
Observations

-7315
4227

Notes; Standard errors (computed from the inverse of the information matrix) in brackets. SE denotes 
self-employment, E employment and U unemployment. Age is measured at the beginning of the spell. 
NUR is National Unemployment Rate.
Two support Points: v,=0 with probability pi=0.65 and V2= -1.296(0.323) with probability p2=0.35. The 
heterogeneity coefficient for the transition from E to U is normalise to one for identification.
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Chapter 4

Added worker effect: the case of female 

labour force participation for the UK

4.1. Introduction

Labour market behaviour o f married couples is clearly influenced by family 

factors. It also appears that many labour market transitions o f married workers occur in 

response to job moves by their sp ou ses\ The individual decision problem is here 

generalised to a family level, the family being the decision-maker that maximises a joint 

utility function.

Within this framework, one o f the topics that has attracted more interest among 

economists is the so called “added worker” effect. The term refers to a temporary 

increase in the labour supply or in the participation rate o f secondary workers within the 

household (usually the wife) in response to an unemployment spell suffered by the head 

of the household. In general, the idea behind it is that, if during a recession the husband 

becomes unemployed (in other words, the husband’s market productivity declines, at

' Lundberg (1985, 1988), Maloney (1987,1991), Shaw(1987), Blau et  a /.(1988) or Zimmer(1992), among others, 
gave empirical evidence in this respect.
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least temporarily), in order to maintain the family’s prior level of utility, the family as a 

whole may decide that the wife should look for a job, while the husband remains 

unemployed. Then she would become an added member of the labour force.

However, against this theoretical prediction, the opposite effect is found for a 

variety o f countries^: women married to unemployed men tend to have lower 

participation rates than those married to employed men. This is the case for the UK, 

where during 1987-89 71% of women married to employed men were participating 

compared with only 28% of those married to an unemployed man^. It is important to 

point out that it is a common finding that wives of men who became unemployed were 

less likely to have been employed than wives in general.

The purpose of this chapter is to shed some light on the reasons for these low 

participation rates of women married to unemployed men in the UK. We address the 

problem in a simple way by looking at household job status transitions. The focus here is 

to analyse the effect of common observable and unobservable characteristics 

(“assortative mating”) on these transition rates. If men prone to be unemployed tend to 

marry women with a set o f characteristics which make them more likely to withdraw 

from the labour market, the result would be an apparent fall in participation for wives of 

unemployed men. Therefore, by modelling jointly the labour force states of husband and 

wife and after controlling for these observed and unobserved characteristics, we should 

be able to establish whether there is any added worker effect in the British economy.

M ost of the existent empirical literature treats the husband job status as 

exogenous (or predetermined) and analyse labour force decisions of wives. That is the 

case of Maloney (1985), Bell and Wright (1990), Giannelli and Micklewright (1995), 

Davies et a l  (1992) or Pudney and Thomas (1992). Some authors, however, model a 

joint household decision problem but do not allow for unobservable characteristics to 

influence the labour force status of both partners (see Zimmer, 1992, Lundberg, 1985, or

 ̂See Cooke (1987), Giannelli and Micklewright (1995) or Pudney and Thomas (1992) for figures. 
 ̂Figures using cross-sectional data.

" Moylan et al. (1984).
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Theeuwes, 1981). It should be noted that even if the husband job situation is 

predetermined, the presence o f some unobservable characteristics highly correlated 

between husbands and wives^ would make necessary to model their labour market 

decisions as the outcome o f a joint process.

Previous literature has tried to explain the lower (aggregate) participation rates o f  

women married to unemployed men using different hypotheses, in principle as plausible 

as, or even coexisting with, the added worker theory. On the one hand the husband is 

more likely to lose his job because o f a widespread deterioration in employment 

opportunities. This would produce an important fall in the expected wages that an 

individual without a job may receive. Real wages would decrease due to an excess o f  

labour supply over demand and the probability o f getting a job in a recession would also 

fall. This double effect (the discouraged worker effect) induces some individuals (in this 

case wives) to exit from the labour force or restrains them from entering it. Both effects 

may in principle coexist: added and discouraged workers will affect different groups o f  

people. The aggregate outcome will depend upon which group predominates^.

A second hypothesis that could produce lower participation rates for women 

married to unemployed men is the complementarity o f husband’s and w ife’s non-labour 

market time. If a higher proportion of non-market time is pure leisure (as opposite to 

reproductive work), this complementarity is conceivable^. If strong complementarities 

between husband's and wife's leisure exist, the effect o f an unemployment spell o f the 

husband is not as clear as in the case when there is sustituibility.

 ̂ In this respect Maloney (1991) points out that “personnel psychologists have found that the correlation in 
cognitive ability between spouses (0.9) is higher than the correlation between siblings, and between parents and 
their offspring”.
 ̂ If the added worker effect is bigger and all these added workers have more problems to find a job (as Lundberg, 
1985, suggests), the published unemployment rates during a recession will become swollen by these individuals 
that otherwise would not be in the labour force.
’ See Lundberg (1988), Segura (1996) or Pudney and Thomas (1992) for empirical evidence on leisure time 
complementarity , for USA, Spain and the UK, respectively.
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Some authors* have argued that there exists a social stigma attached to 

unemployed men when their wives work. Therefore, there may be a reluctance for wives 

of unemployed men to work because this could damage their husbands’ self-esteem.

For the UK, many authors (Garcia, 1989, 1991, Dilnott and Kell, 1990, or 

Pudney and Thomas, 1992) have drawn attention to de disincentive effects of the benefit 

system. A social security system based on means-testing benefits (as is the case for a part 

o f the British system) would have a disincentive effect on the participation rates of the 

wives of unemployed men. However, in general, they have found that only a small part of 

the difference between the labour force participation of the wives of employed versus the 

wives of unemployed husbands can be explain by this disincentive effect.

This Chapter deals with the correction of the endogeneity and joint determination 

o f the labour market decisions for the couple, correcting for observable and unobservable 

characteristics. We disregard the analysis of the security system disincentive effect which 

has been well studied in the literature.

In the case of a single individual, flows between states can be considered and 

reduced form equations proposed (controlling for observable and unobservable 

heterogeneity)^. This framework can be extended to a family context in which now the 

state space has expanded so that instead of individual states we consider family states. 

Reduced form parametric transition probabilities from and to any of the possible states 

can then be estimated, using a multiple state transition econometric framework. The 

advantage of this approach is that it presents a dynamic view of the labour market 

decisions and incorporates the possibility of lagged adjustments. To change labour 

market status takes time and the response of the wife participation to the labour market 

state of the husband may be subject to adjustment delays.

The data used here is a subsample of couples drawn from the British Household 

Panel Survey (BHPS), using the four waves available and the retrospective work history 

questionnaire.

Barrere-Maurisson et al. (1985) discuss that hypothesis using French data.
 ̂See Chapter 3.
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The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the model 

specification and discusses the estimation of the transition probabilities. Section 4.3 

presents the data used for the analysis and in section 4.4 the estimation results are 

discussed. Section 4.5 states the main conclusions of the analysis.

4.2. Model Specification 

4.2.1. Theoretical background

As Stated in the previous section, the added worker effect is a temporary change 

in labour supply behaviour. This effect has two components: an increase in the number of 

hours the wife actually works and a change in her willingness to work, that is, in her 

decision to participate in the labour market. Labour demand restrictions may imply that it 

is not always possible to change the number of hours and individual works (or to change 

job), as it was seen in Chapter 2. This would not mean that there is no effect of the 

husband’s unemployment on the labour supply decisions of the wife. Her decisions to 

enter or exit the labour force can be affected. Therefore, we abstract here from the effect 

on hours of work and would concentrate on how the participation decisions vary.

Given the uncertainties concerning the magnitude, timing and frequency of job 

offers and the duration of jobs, labour market histories are best described as realisations 

of a stochastic process. Within this framework, flow rates between labour market states 

are the object of study. The theoretical model behind this approach was proposed by 

Burdett and Mortensen (1978) and applied to the analysis of the added worker effect by 

Lundberg (1981, 1985). It would be briefly outlined bellow.

Let a two-person household maximise the expected value of their life-time utility, 

that is, the discounted sum of their utility flow in each period. Lets assume the utility 

flow is a concave function, U{xt, L„ //,) where x, is the household commodity
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consumption in period t, and Ijt and Imt are the fractions o f time devoted to leisure by the 

husband and the wife, respectively.

In principle, lets suppose that there are three possible states for each member o f a 

couple: unemployment (U), employment (E) or out o f the labour force (NP). 

Employment requires to devote to work a fixed fraction o f available time, A,. 

Unemployment requires an extra fraction, 5, < hi, to be spend on job search. Each 

employed person receives a wage, w,. This wage, jointly with the nonlabour income, 

determines the budget constraint in each period. Job offers only arrive to unemployed 

individuals and they consist o f a wage drawn from a known distribution that may vary 

across individuals.

In such a setting the allocation o f time and income is completely determined by 

the state occupied. Therefore, the household’s optimal strategy, maximising the utility 

flow, can be derived by comparing the expected utility associated with occupying 

alternative states.

Lundberg (1985) shows that given the husband status, the household’s strategy 

will partly consists o f two reservation wage functions depending on the husband’s wage. 

The first one equates the value o f the w ife’s employment to the value o f unemployment. 

The second equates the value o f the wife's employment to the value o f nonparticipation. 

Jointly, both wages determine participation and acceptance decisions for the wife.

The added worker effect appears when analysing how the husband’s wage alters 

these two reservation wages. If leisure for both household members are substitutes, it 

can be shown that the change in the second reservation wage due to a change in the 

husband’s wage is greater than the change in the first reservation wage, both changes 

being positive. This means that, an increase in the husband’s wage increases both 

reservation wages o f the wife, making her less likely to participate in the labour force, 

and should she participate, less likely to accept a job offer. Therefore, a wife would be 

more likely to search for work and to accept a given wage offer if her husband is 

unemployed. However this effect will not be clear when the leisure times o f both
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members are not substitutes. Therefore, one reason for not finding any added worker 

effect could be the existence o f strong complementarities in leisure.

The main result o f the previous model is that both reservation wages (the value o f  

unemployment and the value o f nonparticipation) are lower for wives whose husbands 

are not employed. Three implications can then be inferred concerning transition rates:

1.Employed wives are less likely to leave employment when their husbands are 

unemployed.

2.W ives non participating are more likely to enter the labour force when their 

husbands are unemployed.

3.Unemployed wives will find more jobs acceptable and become employed more 

rapidly when their husbands are unemployed.

From the previous model, a way to take into account joint labour supply 

decisions for husbands and wives in the household is to consider the set o f possible states 

the household can be in. If each individual o f the household may be in three different 

states, as it was explained before, the household as a whole may be in nine different 

states: husband working - wife working, husband working - wife unemployed, husband 

working - wife non participating and so on. Transitions from and to any o f these nine 

states (72 in total) can be constructed and compared to analyse the presence o f an added 

worker effect.

Given the nature o f our data, it is not possible to estimate the complete model so 

then we restrict the number o f possible transitions by individual. As the focus in this 

chapter is to study the effect o f husband's job status on wives' participation probabilities, 

we consider only two possible states per individual. The husband may be either working 

(W) or not working (NW ) and the wife may be participating (P) or non participating 

(NP). Table 1 shows the household transition matrix resulting from this specification.

Next section describes the reduced form transition probabilities and the 

econometric methodology proposed for their estimation.
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Table 4.1: Possible transition intensities.

Source State W-P
Destination State 

W -NP NW -P NW -NP
W-P ^  W P -N W N p (^  P)

W -NP ^  WNP-NW NP  / Z ; p ,

NW -P ^  N W P -W p (^  ^ T) NW P-W NP !  Z \ ^ ) ^  N W P -N W N p(^  /  ^ 5  P

NW -NP ^  NWNP-WP P ) AWVP-VWVp(^^^’ P .  ^  AWVP-VWP P

Notes: First letter indicates husband status (W for working and NW  for non working) and the second 
one w ife status (P for participating and NP for nonparticipating ). The intensities depend on the duration 
spend on a given status and are conditional on a set of observable and unobservable variables (Z). P are 
the parameters o f interest.

4.2.2 Econometric specification

The econometric specification o f the model follows the same patterns o f the one 

used in Chapter 3, that is, a continues time hazard model o f transition rates among the 

four possible household labour states. Each o f the transition intensities appearing in 

Table 1 are defined as the probability o f departure from state k to state I in the short 

interval They depend on Z, a set o f observable and unobservable individual

characteristics (X  and v respectively; some X  can vary over time), on a set o f unknown 

parameters to estimate, P, and on the elapsed duration, measured in months, t. A flexible 

functional form is selected to represent transition intensities, allowing for duration and 

state dependence:

(;IZ; P) = exp{g,, (0  + z p  „ + S „ v } (4.1)
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where gu(t) is a function o f time spend on state k, before departure towards /. If not 

allowing for occurrence or lagged duration d e p e n d e n c e th e  process is a continues time 

semi-Markov process. Both possibilities would be explored in the empirical 

implementation. (3 includes all parameters to estimate in the model, that is, all the p̂ t/, all 

the 5ki and the parameters implicit in gici(t).

The household fixed effect, v, varies over the population according to an 

unknown distribution function h(Vi). This fixed effect reflects that there may be 

unobservable characteristics affecting couples and altering the transition probabilities. It 

can reflect the tastes for working o f the couple and to some extend, it would control for 

the possibility o f assortative mating or some type o f  aggregate shocks (e.g., local labour 

market conditions).

In principle, twelve o f such transition intensities should be defined. However, as 

the model is on continuos time, some restrictions may be imposed. In continues time the 

probability o f two events occurring at exactly the same time is zero. Therefore four out 

o f the twelve probabilities would be zero, namely, the probabilities o f the transitions from 

W P to NW NP, from W NP to NW P, from NW P to W NP and from NW NP to WP. That 

leave us with eight positive probabilities to estimate.

For each household, data consists on one or more spells in every state, some of 

them incomplete^ \  The probability o f departure from /: to / at any point in time t is its 

transition intensity, that is, the probability o f departure from state k to state / in the short 

interval times the survivor function (the probability o f surviving in state k until

time t ):

P„(«IZ ; |} )=  0 „ ( r l Z ; P ) F ( « I Z ; | 3 ) = 0 „ ( / I Z ; P )  e x p { - 0 , ( î l Z ; P ) }  (4.2)

Occurrence dependence exists when the transition probabilities depend upon previous entries to state 1; lagged 
duration dependence when they depend on the lengths of previous visits to state 1 or to other states.
" Incomplete spells are those that have not finish at the interview date. They are therefore right censored.
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where 0k is the corresponding integrated hazard function (0^ , =
0

Equation (4.2) is the contribution to the likelihood function for each individual and 

completed spell. If the spell is incomplete, the contribution to the likelihood function 

would be just the survivor function.

The individual likelihood function for an individual with a sequence o f spells 

once v, has been integrated over all its possible values given its density 

function, d(vi), is:

Lj (Pl/,1 ,Xj) =
(4 3)

Î {fn n n  (?. i ; P)* ]fn n K {‘c i ; p )"* lUv, ) dv,

where is an indicator variable which equals one if the household exited state k 

towards state I in the cth spell and j ^ i s a  dummy which equals one if the cth spell is 

incomplete and the household did not move from state k.

The log likelihood for the whole sample would then be,

log L = L. (PI r,,,..., , X. ) (4.4)
/=]

As in the previous chapter a Non-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

(NPMLE), which does not require any distributional assumption, would be used to 

estimate the likelihood function. The distribution function of unobservables, d(v) is 

approximated with a finite mixture distribution with unknown support points to

which M unknown probabilities are attached. Then the contribution to the likelihood of a 

household becomes:
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M If q Y q _

m -] I \  c=l k l^k J \ c = l  I
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the log-likelihood function being its summation over all individuals. The points of 

support as well as the probabilities assigned to each o f them are now parameters o f  

interest to be estimated by an EM-algorithm. The function is maximised for different 

number o f support points until the parameters o f the criterion function remain relatively 

stable.

Once the parameters have been estimated, a comparison among different pairs of 

transition probabilities would provide some information on the existence or absence o f an 

added worker effect in the economy. The theoretical model presented before established 

that women married to unemployed men should have lower reservation wages (for 

unemployment and for nonparticipation). For our econometric specification, two 

hypotheses can be used to test the existence o f an added worker effect:

1 •'d wp_]yNP P) ^  N W P -N W N P  P  )

^  W N P - W P  P ) "̂ N W N P - N W P  (t / P )

The first hypothesis implies that wives already participating would be less likely 

to get out o f the labour market if their husbands are not working. The second hypothesis 

implies that non participating women married to unemployed men are more likely to 

enter the labour force than the ones married to employed men, due to their lower 

reservation wage. These points are discussed in Section 4.4, but before that, a 

description of the data and its characteristics is presented in Section 4.3.
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4.3. Data Description

The data used in this Chapter is a subsample from the British Household Panel 

Survey (BHPS). This is an annual survey carried out by the ESRC Research Centre on 

Micro-social Change since 1991. It is a nationally representative sample collecting 

information of at least 5000 households (approximately 10000 individual interviews). 

D ata is collected at both individual and household level. Information on marriage history 

is collected individually in an additional questionnaire corresponding to the Second Wave 

(1992): year of marriage and cohabitation, previous marriages, etc. Also for this wave a 

detailed employment status questionnaire was filled by each individual in the household.

Implementation of the model described in Section 4.2 requires information on 

marriage and job histories for each couple. Therefore this Second Wave of the BHPS 

would be the starting point. For all couples that where interviewed during 1992, data on 

the retrospective questionnaire is combined with the employment status data available for 

each wave. Data from the Second to the Fourth Wave, the last available at the moment, 

is used.

W e select all couples that were married or cohabiting at the moment of collecting 

the Second Wave, and that remained married until the end of the period of observation*^. 

Only couples in which husband and wife are of working age (males between 16 and 65 

years old and females between 16 and 60 years old) are considered in the analysis. For 

every husband we have a series of working and non working spells’  ̂ and for every wife a 

series o f participation and not participation spells, from the moment they married to the 

last interview date. For the couple as a whole, spells are constructed as shown in Figure 

4.1. Every couple’s spell since marriage is used in the analysis.

Marriage formation and disruption is not studied here and is consider as exogenous to the labour 
market decisions.

Out of the labour force spells for husbands are considered as non working spells. Less than 4% of husbands 
where in that situation for the selected sample and for most of them it was a temporary situation, being therefore 
indistinguishable from unemployment spells.



Figure 4.1: Household’s Job Status

Marriage 
Date: to

W
H usband’s Job Status 

N W

W P I N W P  1 N W N P  H ousehold  Status

P ' NP
W ife’s Job Status

Notes: First letter indicates husband status (W for working and NW  for non working) and the second 
one w ife status (P for participating and NP for nonparticipating).

After dropping those couples with missing or invalid values in some of the 

relevant variables, the final sample includes 1876 couples with 6657 complete and 

incomplete spells. Table 4.2 presents the number of observations for each possible 

transition. As stated in Section 2.2, some of these transitions should be zero, on 

theoretical grounds, but in the sample a small number of households make such 

transitions. This is due to the fact that employment history information is collected in 

monthly basis'"^. Those spells would not be considered in the analysis leaving us with 

6502 valid spells.

Table 4.2: Observations per transition intensity’ .̂
1876 couples (6502 valid complete and incomplete spells).

Destination State
Source State W-P W-NP NW-P NW-NP Censored

W -P 1375 576 23 1202
W -NP 1396 7 377 342
NW -P 492 8 86 139
NW -NP 17 292 67 167

Notes: First letter indicates husband status (W for working and NW  for non working) and the 
second one wife status (P for participating and NP for nonparticipating ).

These transitions could be modelled as the product of two of the valid ones, although it complicates even more 
the estimation: P(WP to NWNP)=P(WP to WNP) P(WNP to NWNP). However, given the reduced number of 
observations on those cells, this decomposition is not used in the empirical implementation.

Given the small sample size for some of the transitions, results are not always well defined and have to be taken 
with some caution. New Waves of the BHPS will help to overcome this problem.
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It is interesting to point out that in 1992, for the selected sample, 76.2% of 

women married to working husbands were participating in the labour market. Only 

42.6% of women were participating if their husbands were not working. That result 

follows the usual pattern found in previous years for the British economy (see Pudney 

and Thomas, 1992, or Giannelli and Micklewright, 1995). However, this measure is just 

an aggregation and is purely static. If the wife decides to participate during a short 

period within two years it would not be reflected in this type of figures and would be 

considered as not participating. When taking into account movements between states, 

the pattern is somehow different. For 59.8% of the spells in which the husband was 

working, the wife was participating; for spells in which the husband was not working, the 

wife participates in 57.7% of the cases^^. These percentages are quite similar, suggesting 

that previous measures do not take into account the dynamics behind labour market 

decisions o f couples. Concentrating only on couples that actually change state at some 

point, the effect even reverses. The higher participation rate is for those spells in which 

the husband is not working: 58.4% of wives with an unemployed husband participate 

while 57.2% participate if their husband is working. This is an interesting point since it 

opens the possibility of an added worker effect, at least for a particular group of 

individuals, namely, the more mobile. It also seems important to consider a more 

dynamic vision of participation decisions allowing for short periods of participation.

Before presenting the parametric model estimates, it is worthy to describe 

survival probabilities using non-parametric techniques. Comparisons between Kaplan- 

Meier estimates of the possible survival probabilities are presented in Figures 4.2 to 4.5.

Figure 4.2 and 4.3 present survival probabilities for transitions in which the 

change of status of the household is due to a change in the labour market decision of the 

wife. Both these transitions are the ones we need to analyse the added worker effect. 

Figure 4.2, shows the survivor functions for the transition from WP to W NP and for the 

transition from NW P to NWNP.

These figures do not weight for the duration of the spells.
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Figure 4.2

K aplan-M eier surviva l estim ates, by type of transition
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Transition from WP to WNP and from NWP to NW NP

F igu re 4 .3
Kaplan-M eier surviva l es tim ates , by type o f transition

Transition from W NP to WP and from NW NP to NWP
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Notes: First letter indicates husband status (W for working and NW  for non working) and the second 
one w ife status (P for participating and NP for nonparticipating ).
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F igu re 4 .4
Kaplan-M eier surviva l estim ates, by type of transition
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Transition from WP to NWP and from WNP to NWNP

F igu re 4 .5
K aplan-M eier survival estim ates, by type of transition
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Transition from NWP to W P and from NW NP to W NP

Notes: First letter indicates husband status (W for working and NW  for non working) and the second 

one w ife status (P for participating and NP for nonparticipating ).
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A comparison of both survival probabilities gives us a measure of whether the 

likelihood for a participating wife to withdraw from the labour market is higher if the 

husband is working. We see that the survival probability in participation declines faster if 

the husband is not working than if the husband is working. This effect is the opposite to 

the expected if there is an added worker effect. Different explanations are coherent with 

this finding. Some degree of complementarity between the leisure of the members of the 

couple could generate such an effect. Also if the discouraged worker effect is important, 

unemployed wives would tend to drop from the labour force more when conditions are 

worse. That can be reflected in the fact that their husbands lost their jobs. Other 

explanations as the disincentive role of benefits would produce the same result.

Figure 4.3 shows the survival estimates for the transition from W NP to W P and 

the transition from NW NP to NWP. This figure reflects whether wives of unemployed 

men have a higher probability of participating, which again would correspond to the 

presence of an added worker effect. It shows that the survival in non participation when 

the husband is not working decreases faster than the survival when he is working. That 

is, wives of unemployed men tend to transit faster to participation than wives of 

employed men, which is consistent with the presence of an added worker effect.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 compare transitions from a husband working to not working 

and viceversa, given the wife’s participation status. Figure 4.4 shows the same effect 

than in Figure 4.2. If the wife is not participating in the labour market the probability that 

the husband remains working is smaller than the same probability if the wife is 

participating. Figure 4.5 shows that if the wife is participating the probability that the 

husband survives non working is smaller. This could be reflecting that wife's participation 

provides some type of information concerning job possibilities and labour market 

conditions that can be transferred to the husband, making him more likely to find a job. 

In any case, the differences in the survival probabilities for men, given their wives’ 

participation status, are smaller than the differences found for women, given their 

husband's job status.
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Differences observed in figures 4.2 to 4.5 could be due to observable differences 

among households, since Kaplan-Meier estimates do not correct for any characteristic. 

Relevant characteristics by spell are collected in Table 4.A.1 in Appendix A. Some 

differences in the variables are quite important depending on the type of transition as age, 

education, children or previous unemployment experiences of the husband.

The next section controls for all these characteristics and for unobservables, 

which could be determining the transitions. From the previous analysis a clear conclusion 

may be inferred: given that survival probabilities behave differently depending on the 

state occupied, in the final specification we should allow for state dependence.

The model estimated is a reduced form that can be consider as an approximation 

to the dynamic structural model proposed in section 4.2.1. Explanatory variables fall into 

three categories: demographic characteristics, lagged endogenous variables and business 

cycle variables. Variables in the first group (age, education and children in the 

household) can be associated to labour supply preferences. Given that wages are not 

included in the analysis, age and education also approximate their effect.

Lagged endogenous variables, once controlling by unobservable heterogeneity, 

may be interpreted in terms of state dependence in preferences or constraints. Current 

duration of the spell and its square are included along with splines at three months that 

allow for changes in the shape of the transition probabilities from the third month 

onwards. Husband's past record of unemployment may affect household preferences and 

therefore is also included as explanatory variable. In addition, to try to control for initial 

conditions problem (employment and participation histories for husband and wife started 

before the marriage), variables relating work and participation experience before 

marrying are included. In the final specification, the job status of each member before 

maniage (participation or non participation, for wives, and working or not working, for 

husbands) was enough to summarise these initial conditions. Other variables summarising 

duration of those spells were also tried and found not significant.
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To control for business cycle effects the rate of change of the GDP at the 

beginning of the spell is included as explanatory variable. Appendix A gives a detailed 

description of all the variables and the way they enter transition intensities.

4.4. Results

In this section we present parametric results for the specification proposed in 

Section 4.2. Table 4.3 shows estimates of the p ‘s for the model where two support 

points are included to account for unobservable heterogeneity. Including three support 

points did not alter the estimates. The inclusion of unobserved heterogeneity improves 

substantially the log likelihood and it seems important to analyse household job status 

decisions'^.

Predicted hazard rates for a baseline case and variations around the baseline are 

given in Table 4.4'^. Coefficient estimates in Table 4.3 are difficult to interpret in 

isolation. They reflect transition intensities and we are interested in probabilities to leave 

a given state in the interval between month t-1 and month t, given survival to t-1. 

Therefore, discussion would be focused on Table 4.4.

The first thing to notice in Table 4.4 is that the probability of a transition 

N W P ^ W P  is much higher than any of the rest, for all possible changes in demographic 

variables. Several explanations are consistent with this fact. First, unemployment spells 

for husbands tend to be short and some kind of insider information may be used when the 

wife is attached to the labour market making easier for the husband to find a job. 

However this insider information theory is not symmetric: the probability of W N P-^W P 

is, in general, quite small and smaller than the probability of N W N P^N W P , at least for 

some household types.

A likelihood ratio test for testing the null hypothesis of no effect o f unobservable heterogeneity gives an statistic
of 842.14 distributed as a x  with 14 d.o.f.

Simulations are calculated by integrating over the estimated heterogeneity distribution.
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Table 4.3: Maximum Likelihood estimates for the transition equations (NPMLE
estimation method)

WP WP WNP WNP NWP NWP NW NP NWNP
—> —> —>

WNP NWP WP NWNP WP NWNP WNP NWP
Intercept -1.810 -2.804 -2.319 -2448 -1.383 -2.383 -2.368 -3.256

(0.167) (0.251) (0.149) (0.306) (0.366) (0.604) (0.335) (0.732)
Ln(t) -1.157 -1.821 -1.246 -0.966 -1.678 -1.144 -0.861 -0.931

(0.205) (0.332) (0.274) (0.370) (0.186) (0.713) (0.259) (0.827)
Ln(t)2 -0.465 -0.670 -0.597 -0.347 -0.562 -0.376 -0.286 -0.269

(0.090) (0.151) (0.132) (0.155) (0.075) (0.315) (0.097) (0.347)
Dln(t) 0.854 1.452 1.043 0.729 1.042 1.078 0.635 0.789

(0.208) (0.354) (0.282) (0.395) (0.198) (0.737) (0.270) (0.852)
Dln(t)Z 0.184 0.843 0.671 0.485 0.333 0.320 -0.093 0.206

(0.094) (0.155) (0.135) (0.162) (0.140) (0.349) (0.174) (0.418)
Child<4 -0.135 -0.389 0.148 0.260 -0.176 0.445 0.056 -0.501

(0.059) (0.122) (0.072) (0.135) (0.175) (0.340) (0.194) (0.359)
Chi. bt. 2.817 -0.155 -0.082 -0.087 -0.437 1.885 -0.160 -0.221
spells (0.066) (0.161) (0.082) (0.163) (0.491) (0.428) (0.251) (0.516)
Unexp 0.004 0.007 -0.002 0.008 -0.010 0.008 -0.007 -0.001

(0.004) (0.003) (0.002) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.008)
Hwork -0.707 -0.434 -0.062 -0.740 0.329 -0.340 0.308 -0.073

(0.123) (0.163) (0.107) (0.187) (0.206) (0.373) (0.196) (0.380)
Wpart -0.057 -0.193 0.211 -0.679 0.157 -0.107 0.280 0.459

(0.089) (0.146) (0.084) (0.146) (0.202) (0.452) (0.186) (0.347)
GDPI -0.054 -0.109 -0.092 0.010 0.034 0.040 0.079 -0.595

(0.047) (0.091) (0.050) (0.123) (0.148) (0.388) (0.178) (0.523)
H. Age 0.015 0.017 0.002 0.010 -0.046 0.036 -0.032 -0.007

(0.007) (0.010) (0.008) (0.013) (0.011) (0.033) (0.016) (0.040)
W. Age -0.045 0.037 0.026 0.067 0.029 -0.010 -0.018 -0.005

(0.008) (0.011) (0.009) (0.015) (0.014) (0.033) (0.017) (0.039)
H. Edl 0.416 -0.373 -0.050 -0.632 0.214 -0.008 0.949 -0.616

(0.071) (0.117) (0.074) (0.166) (0.139) (0.440) (0.218) (0.563)
H. Ed2 0.413 -0.162 0.071 -0.296 0.186 -0.114 0.464 -0.101

(0.072) (0.108) (0.071) (0.147) (0.137) (0.348) (0.185) (0.411)
W. Edl -0.660 -0.114 0.408 -0.316 0.062 -0.023 0.334 0.745

(0.073) (0.124) (0.072) (0.192) (0.147) (0.441) (0.231) (0.541)
W. Ed2 -0.377 -0.182 0.008 -0.058 0.112 0.497 0.118 0.461

(0.065) (0.111) (0.068) (0.144) (0.130) (0.315) (0.176) (0.423)
Cohort2 -0.356 0.432 0.420 0.186 0.321 -0.908 0.562 0.714

(0.080) (0.142) (0.082) (0.200) (0.165) (0.433) (0.249) (0.540)
Cohorts -0.448 1.082 0.805 0.931 0.632 -0.392 0.200 1.452

(0.089) (0.166) (0.095) (0.218) (0.208) (0.471) (0.275) (0.543)
Cohort4 -0.967 1.346 0.932 2.090 0.202 0.012 0.090 1.219

(0.106) (0.203) (0.119) (0.231) (0.273) (0.527) (0.284) (0.643)
Unob. het. 1.000 -0.379 -0.105 0.416 -0.545 0.383 0.368 -0.053

(0.202) (0.048) (0.101) (0.218) (0.278) (0.127) (0.322)
Observât. 6502
Log-likel. -12610.691
Notes: First letter indicates husband 
status (P for participating and NP for 
A. Two support points included: vi=0

status (W for working and NW for non working) and the second one wife 
nonparticipating ). Standard errors in brackets. Data description in Appendix 
with probability p i= 0 .8 1  and V2=1.891 with probability p2=0.19.
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Table 4.4: Simulated transition probabilities

W P W P W N P W N P N W P N W P N W N P N W N P

-> —> ->

W N P N W P W P N W N P W P N W N P W N P N W P

(1) 0 .0 3 6 0 .013 0 .0 2 9 0 .0 0 6 0 .1 8 4 0 .011 0 .0 7 2 0 .0 3 8

C hild< 4 =1 0 .0 3 2 0 .0 0 9 0 .0 3 4 0 .0 0 8 0 .165 0 .0 1 7 0 .0 7 8 0 .0 2 4

Ch. bt sp =1 0 .6 0 0 0.011 0 .0 2 7 0 .0 0 5 0 .1 1 9 0.071 0.061 0.031

U nexp  =3 0 .0 3 6 0 .0 1 3 0 .0 2 9 0 .0 0 6 0.181 0 .011 0 .0 7 0 0 .0 3 8

= 12 0 .0 3 7 0 .0 1 4 0 .0 2 9 0 .0 0 7 0 .1 7 2 0 .0 1 2 0 .0 6 7 0 .0 3 8

= 48 0 .0 4 3 0 .0 1 8 0 .0 2 7 0 .0 0 9 0 .1 3 5 0 .0 1 7 0 .0 5 4 0 .0 3 8

H w ork = 0 0 .065 0 .0 2 0 0 .031 0 .0 1 2 0.151 0 .0 1 6 0 .0 5 6 0 .0 4 2

W part = 0 0 .0 3 8 0 .0 1 6 0 .0 2 4 0 .0 1 2 0 .1 6 8 0 .0 1 2 0 .0 5 9 0 .0 2 6

G D P  = 0 0 .0 3 7 0 .0 1 4 0.031 0 .0 0 6 0 .1 8 2 0 .011 0 .0 6 8 0 .0 5 0

=  10 0 .035 0 .0 1 2 0 .0 2 8 0 .0 0 6 0 .1 8 5 0 .011 0 .0 7 6 0 .0 2 9

H. A g e = 25 0 .033 0 .0 1 2 0 .0 2 9 0 .0 0 6 0 .2 1 2 0 .0 0 8 0 .0 8 5 0 .0 3 8

= 45 0 .043 0 .0 1 6 0 .0 3 0 0 .0 0 7 0 .1 2 5 0 .0 1 9 0 .0 5 2 0 .0 3 7

= 6 0 0.051 0 .021 0 .031 0 .0 0 8 0 .0 7 0 0 .0 3 4 0 .0 3 4 0 .035

W .A ge = 2 0 0.051 0 .0 0 9 0 .0 2 3 0 .0 0 3 0 .1 5 8 0 .0 1 2 0.081 0 .0 3 9

= 4 0 0 .0 2 2 0 .0 2 0 0 .0 3 8 0 .0 1 2 0.211 0 .0 0 9 0 .0 6 2 0 .037

= 55 0 .0 0 9 0 .0 4 0 0 .0 5 9 0 .0 4 2 0 .2 2 7 0 .0 0 6 0 .0 4 6 0 .0 3 6

Cohort 1 0 .053 0 .0 0 4 0 .0 1 3 0 .0 0 2 0 .1 2 2 0 .0 1 8 0 .0 6 9 0 .0 1 0

Cohort2 0 .0 3 9 0 .0 0 7 0 .0 2 0 0 .0 0 3 0 .1 5 5 0 .0 0 7 0 .0 9 9 0 .0 1 8

Cohort4 0 .0 2 2 0 .0 1 7 0 .0 3 3 0 .0 1 8 0 .141 0 .0 1 7 0 .0 6 7 0 .031

H . EdO 0 .025 0 .015 0 .0 2 7 0 .0 0 8 0 .1 6 6 0 .0 1 3 0 .0 4 9 0 .0 4 4

H . E d l 0 .0 3 6 0 .0 1 0 0 .0 2 6 0 .0 0 4 0 .1 8 6 0 .0 1 2 0 .1 0 7 0 .0 2 2

W . EdO 0 .0 4 9 0 .0 1 6 0 .0 2 9 0 .0 0 6 0 .1 7 4 0 .0 0 7 0 .0 6 8 0 .025

W . E d l 0 .0 2 7 0 .0 1 4 0 .0 4 3 0 .0 0 5 0 .1 8 0 0 .0 0 7 0 .0 8 3 0 .0 4 7

Note: first row (1) corresponds to the reference group: a couple with no children in which the husband 
was working and the wife was participating before marriage and medium level educated (A or O levels). 
Husband’s age is 32 and w ife’s age 29 (sample means). The wife belongs to the third cohort (she was 
born between 1951 and 1960) and GDP is set to 5%. Previous unemployment experience for the 
husband is zero. Duration equals three months. Unobserved heterogeneity is integrated out. Edl reflects 
more than higher education and EdO less than higher education.

Second, it could also be reflecting the existence of a social stigma as mentioned 

above: unemployed men do not want to be supported by their wives. In this case the 

probability of N W P^N W N P should be higher than W P ^ W N P , unless a strong income
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effect, associated with husbands' earnings, increases the latter probability and reduces the 

former. Data, in general terms, supports the existence of a strong income effect that is 

one of the implications of the added worker effect as explained in Section 4.2.1.

Children have a significant effect on most of the transition intensities. Especially 

important is the fact of having a child in the middle of the spell which increases, as 

expected, the wife probability of withdrawing from the labour market. This increase is 

very important, ranging between seven (for wives of unemployed men) and eighteen 

times (for wives o f working men). Less significant is the negative effect on the 

probability of the wife entering the labour market and the husband leaving his job. 

Having a child reduces the probability of finding a job, whether the spouse is 

participating or not in the labour market, although not significantly.

The dummy for the presence of children younger than four years old in the 

household produces some mixed effects. It increases the probability for the wife going 

from participation to non participation and decreases the probability of the reverse when 

the husband is unemployed, as expected (Pudney and Thomas, 1992, find the same 

effect). However the opposite occurs, at a lower scale, when the husband is working. 

Combining that effect with the strong effect of having a child in the middle of the spell, 

that could be reflecting that these women are more attached to the labour market. They 

come back to participate as soon as they can after having a child.

About the effect of lagged unemployment experience (occurrence dependence), it 

reduces the probabilities of the husband going from a non working spell to a working 

one (human capital deterioration). It also lowers the probability that the wife participates 

on the labour market when she was not already participating (disincentive effect). 

Symmetrically, it increases the probabilities of the husband becoming unemployed and of 

the wife withdrawing from the labour market if she was participating. Some degree of 

complementarity between leisure for the couple or a strong disincentive effect could 

explain these increases. Short unemployment spells do not have a great impact but long

Pudney and Thomas (1992) support that theory in their paper.
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periods of not working (for example, 2 years) produce significant changes in the 

probabilities of 50% and even more in some cases, e.g., N W P ^N W N P . The only 

transition for which there is no effect is NW NP—>NWP.

Job status before marriage is also an important determinant for most of the 

transitions. In general, the effect of the husband being unemployed before marriage goes 

in the same direction that his previous unemployment experience, although this effect is 

greater. This is probably because it denotes the group of individuals less attached to the 

labour market. With respect to the effect of the wife not participating in the labour 

market before marriage, it prevents women for entering the labour market if they are out 

of it and increases their probabilities of exiting the labour market if they are participating, 

for any status their husbands are in. It also increases the probability of the husband giving 

up his job and decreases his probability of finding a job. Again the theory of 

complementarities between leisure seems quite possible for this group of households less 

attached to the labour market.

The effect of the business cycle variable, GDP, is quite small and not significant^®. 

Bearing this in mind, it seems that in good economic conditions the husband is more 

likely to find a job if unemployed or to keep it if employed. Its effect on women's 

participation is that their probability of participating if they are not is lower in good 

economic conditions, which supports the existence of an added worker effect.

Husband’s and wife’s age^' are determinant factors for most of the transitions. 

The older the husband, given his wife’s age, the most probable that she withdraws from 

the labour market. On the other hand, the older the wife, given her husband’s age, the 

less likely is that she leaves the labour market if she is already participating. If she is not 

participating the effect is more imprecise. Regarding the husband transitions, the older he 

or his wife the more likely that he leaves his job. His probabilities of finding a new job 

also decrease with age. However, if his wife participates in the labour market and he is

problem with this variable can be that is measured at the beginning of the spell and therefore is not measuring 
correctly the business cycle effect.

Given age at the beginning of the spell, duration reflects both age and duration in the state. Therefore, the 
presence of quadratic terms in age does not seem necessary.
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unemployed, the older he becomes the higher the probability that he starts working. 

These effects are consistent with complementarities in leisure.

The cohort effect is one o f the best defined. Cohort affects especially household 

transitions made by the wife. For younger cohorts the probability of a participating wife 

to go out o f the labour force is lower. The probability of a non participating wife to start 

participating is higher for these cohorts than for older ones, whichever the job status of 

the husband is. This reflects the more recent incorporation o f women to the labour 

market. The cohort effect is specially important for the NW NP—>NWP transition.

Regarding education, more educated men are more likely to keep their Job or to 

find one if unemployed. M ore educated women are more likely to continue participating 

or to participate if they were not, whichever the status of their spouses. Husband 

education increases the probability of W P—>WNP. If educational dummies are proxies 

for wages, this reflects a pure income effect, as mentioned above. It also reduces quite 

significantly the probability of N W N P^N W P , maybe because for these men is easier to 

find a job. Women's education increases the probabilities of the husband finding a job and 

reduces the probability of him leaving his job. Again, that could be caused by the 

existence of a social stigma.

Duration effects can be better seen in Figures 4.6 to 4.9 due to the complex 

pattern that the model specification implies. These Figures simulate transition 

probabilities for the reference group and compare them as in the Kaplan-Meier estimates 

from previous section. Testing differences in the coefficients for the transition intensities 

in Table 4.3 for every pair of transitions considered below we strongly reject the null 

hypothesis of equality^^

Figure 4.6 shows the transition probabilities from W P to W NP and from NWP to 

NW NP for the reference group. If the husband is unemployed, transition of his wife

Testing transitions in Figure 4.6 a Wald test of W=67.58 is obtained. For transitions in Figure 4.7, W=436.09. 
For transitions in Figure 4.8, W=56.76. For transitions in Figure 4.8 W=50.20. All of them are distributed as%̂ 's 
with 20 d.o.f.
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towards non participation occurs quite early, during the three first months^^. This is 

different from previous findings by Pudney and Thomas (1992) or Davies et al. (1992) 

that suggested a considerable time o f adjustment. In their works they considered husband 

status exogenous, which could be generating some bias, and they deal with female 

employment that is slower to adjust than participation. More important is that wives of 

unemployed men are less likely to leave participation than wives of employed men as 

predicted for the model in Section 4.2.1. That holds for every demographic group 

considered in Table 4.4, although differences become smaller with age of the husband or 

the wife (possible complementarities).

Figure 4.7 compares transitions from wife's non participation to participation, 

conditional on her husband's job status. Movements in response of husband job status 

occur within the first months, at least for the case in which the husband is unemployed. 

Some caution must be taken with this simulation because the time effect is very 

imprecisely estimated^"^. If there is any added worker effect wives of unemployed men 

will tend to transit towards participation with higher probability than wives of employed 

men. Looking at the figure, we see that this is true only for short husband’s 

unemployment spells. In addition, this effect only holds for some demographic groups as 

the younger cohorts, with wives highly attached to the labour market (wife participating 

before marriage), educated and young, without children and especially when economic 

conditions are adverse. Also, the less educated the husband the higher the difference 

between both transitions. This shows that only among the group of women that behave 

more like men in terms on labour market decisions an added worker effect can be found. 

In this case, maybe is not that accurate to consider women as secondary workers.

Figure 4.8 shows transitions from husband's unemployment to employment, given 

wife's participation status. The duration effect is quite small here but strongly significant.

Testing the significance of the duration spline for the transition from NWP to NWNP a Wald statistic of 2.25 
distributed as a with 2 d.o.f. and the null hypothesis can not be rejected. However, testing the significance of the 
log of the duration and its square we get W=4.76 with the same distribution; the null hypothesis of no effect of 
these duration variables can be rejected at 10% but not at 5% significance level.

That is probably due to the small size of the sample used in estimation that makes a transition from NWNP to 
NWP. Additional Waves of the BHPS will help to overcome this problem.
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reflecting that unemployment spells of the husband tend to be short. Transition to work if 

the wife is participating has always higher probability than if the wife is out of the labour 

market. The existence of a social stigma, insider information or complementarities on 

leisure, as mentioned above, would produce such an effect.

To conclude, in Figure 4.9, husband's probability of transition from working to 

non working given his wife status decline sharply with duration (coefficients in Table 4.3 

are highly significant) reflecting an experience effect. The probability of giving up work 

when the wife is participating is higher than when she is out of the labour market, and 

that is true for all demographic groups but the older cohorts. The effect is probably due 

to a pure income effect. These probabilities never go completely to zero which shows 

that as tenure increases there is always a possibility of losing the job or retiring.

4.5 Conclusions

This Chapter proposes a dynamic model of household labour supply under 

uncertainty. The model is estimated with duration techniques to investigate the existence 

of an added worker effect for the British economy. The main difference with previous 

literature is that it endogenise husband employment decision instead of taking his job 

status as predetermined. Also duration, state and occurrence dependence are considered 

alongside with controls for observable and unobservable heterogeneity. A reduced form 

model is estimated for a subsample of married couples from the British Household Panel 

Survey, using semiparametric techniques as proposed by Heckman and Singer 

(1982,1984). The added worker effect is restated in terms of changes in transition 

probabilities among labour force states when one family member becomes unemployed.

Considering a dynamic model that accounts for movements within years is 

important since usual figures of wives’ participation rates given husband's job status do 

not account for short participation spells, that are of considerable importance. Results 

show that job status of the spouse has influence on the labour market decisions of each
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individual, male or female. Therefore, allowing endogeneity of job status for both 

household members is important to avoid selectivity bias.

In this context, the added worker effect can be decomposed in two effects. On 

one side the probability of the wife withdrawing from the labour market should be lower 

if the husband is unemployed. On the other, the probability of the wife entering the 

labour market should be higher if her husband is unemployed. Results confirm clearly the 

existence o f the first effect. However, the second effect is only present for some 

household types. Households with wives highly attached to the labour market (young, 

educated, in the labour force before marrying, without children), bom  after 1950 and 

with medium or low level educated husbands, present a small added worker effect when 

the husband’s unemployment spell is relatively short. That would affect approximately 

8% of the total number of spells considered in the study. The less attached to the labour 

market the husband is (the higher his probabilities of being not working), the stronger the 

effect. It also seems that the effect is higher in adverse economic conditions, as expected, 

though this is not well defined in the estimation.

Data is coherent with complementarities between the leisure of the couple. 

Existence of a social stigma affecting specially older cohorts will explain some of the 

results. Pudney and Thomas (1992) reach also this conclusion. The effect of such 

complementarities is to reduce the added worker effect size. That is why in aggregate 

terms the added worker effect dilutes. After controlling for observed and unobserved 

heterogeneity, previous results show that there is not clear causality between husband’s 

unemployment and low participation rates for wives.

Results generalise some previous studies. For the UK, Davies et al. (1992) found 

that unemployment duration of the husband higher than one year, reduces significantly 

the probability of the wife being employed. That is consistent with our results although 

we also find a positive effect on the transition to participation if the unemployment spell 

of the husband is shorter than three months. Lundberg (1985), following a similar 

approach to ours, i . e .  considering husband status endogenous, found also a small but 

significant added worker effect for white families.
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Although a reduced form model is estimated, it is useful to highlight differences 

among households and to isolate groups for which there exists an added worker effect. A 

structural version of the model would be interesting to estimate. However the nature of 

the data does not allow for such complexity, due to the lack o f information on wages, 

benefits or regional characteristics for every spell.
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Figure 4.6: Transitions from P to NP by husband’s job status
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Figure 4.7: Transitions from NP to P, by husband’s job status
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Figure 4.8: Transitions from NW to W, by wife’s job  status
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Figure 4.9: Transitions from W to NW, by wife’s job status
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4.6 Appendix A: Variable description

M ost of the variables used in the estimation are measured at the beginning of the 

spell. Only the variable that measures the effect o f having a child during the spell is 

allowed to change, by definition, during the spell.

Tenure: a flexible specification is chosen for this variable, measured in months. We 

include not only tenure and tenure squared, but also we allow for an spline at 3 months. 

The spline reflects changes in the couple's behaviour, especially of unemployed men's 

wives. The spline allows for a change in the shape of a quadratic, non monotonie, 

specification from the third month onwards. These variables are called in the analysis 

ln(t) and ln(t) ,̂ for the log of tenure and the log squared respectively, and Dln(t) and 

Dln(t) ,̂ for their corresponding spline at three months.

Children: after several possible specifications, two variables relating children were 

included. Child<4 is a dummy variable that indicates whether the youngest child in the 

household is younger than four years or not. Chi. bt. spells is a variable that indicates 

whether the wife was pregnant of more than 5 months or did have a child in the middle 

of one spell. This variable, by definition, varies during the spell for households in which a 

pregnancy or birth was produced.

GDP: this variable tries to measure to some extend the effect of the business cycle. It is 

measured at the beginning of the spell and it is actually the GDP rate of change between 

two consecutive years. Other variables, such as unemployment rate or number of 

vacancies, where also tried, although they do not appear in the final specification. 

Education: two variables relating education are include for each member of the 

household. If they are preceded by H they correspond to the husband and to the wife if 

preceded by W. Edl is a dummy variable that takes value 1 if the individual has more 

than higher education and zero otherwise. Ed2 takes value 1 if the individual has A levels 

or O levels.
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Age: age at the beginning of the spells is included for husband and wife of every 

household. The variables are measured in deviations from their means (that is 36 years 

for husbands and 33 for wives).

Cohort: three cohort variables were included in the estimation to take into account 

changes in women’s behaviour in the last decades. Cohortl (the omitted group) takes 

value 1 if the wife was bom  before 1941. Cohort2 takes value one for households in 

which the wife was bom between 1941 and 1950. Cohorts equals one for wives bom 

between 1951 and 1960. Cohort4 would be one if the wife was bom after 1961. 

Previous Unemployment Experience: this is a cumulative variable that measures the 

number of months the husband has been unemployed since the couple married until the 

present spell. In the analysis it is called Unexp.

Job Status Before Marriage: to control to some extend initial conditions problem due 

to the job history of the household members before marriage, estimates are conditioned 

on husband and wife job status before marrying. Two dummy variables are included: 

Hwork that equals 1 if the husband was working in his employment spell just before 

marriage date and Wpart that equals 1 if the wife was participating before marrying. 

Duration of these spells was also tried as explanatory variable, but these two dummies 

seemed enough to control for this initial conditions problem.
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Table 4.A.1: Relevant characteristics by spell

W P W P W N P W N P N W P N W P N W N P N W N P
V ariable -> —> -> —>

W N P N W P W P N W N P W P N W N P W N P N W P

Tenure 39.887 64.02 53.16 48.71 9.54 23.99 13.37 21.16
(49.06) (75.99) (55.52) (68.07) (18.61) (17.67) (34.99)

H. A g e 27.17 32.51 30.15 32.61 36.02 38.22 33.16 35.07
(8.72) (9.78) (7.46) (10.93) (10.45) (13.01) (9.64) (9.86)

W . A g e 24.99 30.07 27.84 30.02 34.03 34.26 30.74 31.76
(8.47) (9.12) (7.21) (10.37) (9.69) (12.43) (9.29) (10.00)

C hild<4 0.22 0.21 0.27 0.33 0.13 0.23 0.49 0.36
(0.41) (0.41) (0.44) (0.47) (0.34) (0.42) (0.50) (0.48)

C hild, bt. 0.47 0.10 0.44 0.35 0.02 0.19 0.14 0.16
spell (0.50) (0.30) (0.50) (0.48) (0.13) (0.39) (0.35) (0.37)
H. E d l 0.40 0.32 0.37 0.27 0.35 0.23 0.32 0.13

(0.49) (0.47) (0.48) (0.44) (0.48) (0.42) (0.47) (0.34)
H. Ed2 0.36 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.37 0.36

(0.48) (0.47) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.47) (0.48) (0.48)
W . E d l 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.15 0.29 0.20 0.17 0.15

(0.45) (0.45) (0.44) (0.35) (0.46) (0.40) (0.38) (0.36)
W . Ed2 0.39 0.34 0.34 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.39

(0.49) (0.47) (0.47) (0.48) (0.48) (0.49) (0.49) (0.49)
G D P(rate 9 j # 9.71 8.84 8.84 8.03 8.22 8.40 7.62
change) (6.39) (5.26) (6.56) (5.70) (4.22) (3.69) (4.73) (3.44)
Unem p. 2.21 5.38 2.47 7.53 4.54 12.63 7.10 12.69
Exp. (10.80) (16.30) (10.77) (18.31) (11.23) (16.45) (23.59)
Hwork 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.86 0.84 0.76 0.80 0.75

(0.25) (0.27) (0.25) (0.35) (&36) (0.43) (0.40) (0.44)
W part 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.76 0.89 0.83 0.76 0.75

(0.26) (0.31) (0.32) (0.43) (0.31) (0.38) # 4 % (0.44)
Cohort 2 0.33 0.35 0.38 0.25 0.33 0.20 0.27 0.22

(0.47) (0.48) (0.48) (0.44) (0.47) (0.40) (0.45) (0.42)
Cohort 3 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.25 0.36 0.23 0.27 0.34

(0.47) (0.47) (0.47) (0.43) (0.48) (0.42) (0.44) (0.48)
Cohort 4 0.18 0.17 0.13 0.29 0.20 0.28 0.32 0.31

(0.38) (0.37) (0.34) (0.46) (0.40) (0.45) (0.47) (0.47)
O bservât 1375 567 1396 377 492 86 292 67
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This thesis has dealt with three relevant labour mobility topics, namely, 

restrictions in the number of hours of work (Chapter 2), self-employment decisions 

(Chapter 3) and household labour supply decisions (Chapter 3).

Chapter 2 uses a neoclassical framework to investigate the presence of hours 

constraints. In order to do that, the behaviour of individuals that stay in the same job for 

two consecutive periods is compared with the behaviour of individuals that change job. 

The traditional theory predicts no differences between both groups: all of them will be in 

their labour supply curve at every point in time. The results show that this assumption 

does not hold for a subsample of prime age males drawn from the NLSY. On the one 

side, the variance for the change of hours of work, after controlling for a set of personal 

characteristics, is greater for individuals that move than for individuals that stay in the 

same job. This suggests that individuals face some type of restriction on the number of 

hours they can work. A model accounting for employer preferences or influenced by job 

specific characteristics may be coherent with this finding.

On the other side, homoscedasticity among stayers and movers and exogeneity of 

job changes proved to be strong assumptions to maintain. A labour supply equation
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under endogenous switching between jobs and controlling for heterogeneity is the 

preferred specification after several misspecification tests. The main result concerns the 

elasticity o f substitution. Not considering hours constraints in estimation tends to 

upwards bias elasticities. The neoclassical labour supply approach seems to be 

misspecified for the constrained group of workers once the restrictions are included and 

endogeneity of the movements is allowed. The coefficient of wages may be reflecting 

agreements between the employee and the employer more than wage elasticities for the 

constrained group of workers. An interesting extension of this study would be to analyse 

the decision o f dual job holding as a way of avoiding hours restrictions.

Chapter 3 analyses self-employment decisions for the UK using a subsample of 

males from the BHPS. Self-employment is defined as an alternative to paid work. A 

multiple state transition model with duration and state dependence controlling by 

unobserved heterogeneity is estimated. Reduced form transitions from unemployment 

and employment into self-employment are computed and compared avoiding the sample 

selection bias of previous studies. The model compounds the analysis o f the effect of 

general economic conditions and individual unemployment experience.

Unobserved heterogeneity turns out to be an important factor in determining 

transitions among the states alongside with education, family background and general 

economic conditions. The mechanisms driving unemployed and employed individuals 

towards self-employment are somehow different. Among employees, more able 

individuals are more likely to start up a business if economic conditions are adverse. The 

pattern reverses for unemployed, being the less able the more likely to become self- 

employed. However the longer an individual has been unemployed, the lower are his 

possibilities of switching towards self-employment due to a loss of human capital. This 

supports the theory of a deterioration of the labour market conditions as the factor 

behind the important rises in self-employment rates during the last decades.

By deterioration of the labour market we mean that individuals optimally would 

like to have a paid job, but because this is not possible they rather have to become self- 

employed than to remain unemployed. This finding is consistent with on-the-job search
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theories which predict that low wage earners (here proxied by education or 

unemployment experience) will have higher job acceptance probabilities and that high 

wage earners will wait a longer period of time to get a better job.

No attempt is made of investigating the effect on self-employment of hquidity 

constraints. New waves of the BHPS, in particular an additional questionnaire relating 

assets, could allow for estimation of a structural model incorporating those constraints.

Chapter 4 focus on the analysis of the added worker effect for the UK, using a 

subsample of married or cohabiting couples from the BHPS. A reduced form model 

consistent with life-cycle maximisation is proposed. The model considers job status of 

the husband and the wife as endogenous and allows for unobservable heterogeneity.

Household states can be constructed combining husband's and wife's states and 

trasitions from and to any of them are analysed. The added worker effect is identified by 

comparing the transitions towards participation of the wives by their husband's status and 

their transitions towards non participation also by their husband's status.

A small but significant added worker effect is found for a subgroup of 

households. Women strongly attached to the labour market whose husbands are medium 

or low educated respond to short unemployment spells of their husbands by participating 

in the labour market, especially in adverse economic conditions.

Strong complementarities between the leisure times of the husband and the wife 

and the existence of a social stigma for the older cohorts dilute the added worker effect 

on aggregate. This partially explains the reason why women married to unemployed men 

tend to participate less in the labour market.
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